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ABSTRACT 
The Tamba Terrane， formed through an accrctionary process uuring La1e百iassicto 
Jurassic time， occupies a part of Southwest Japan. Sedimentary complexcs of this ierranc， which are 
termed the Tamba sedimentary complex， show a chaotica11y mixed feature and consist of various rock 
types. These rocks comprise fragments of volcanic seamounts and sedimentary rockぉofpclagic and 
terrigenous realms ranging from Late Paleozoic to Jurassic in age. Latc Triassic and Late Jurassic 
coherent clastic sequences as slope basin deposits are exposed within the sedimentary complexes. 
In the mainly investigatcd Wakasa area situated in the northern part of the Tamba Teηanc、
the Kowaki， Yajiro， Natasyo， Hisasaka，τsurugaoka and Yuragawa Complexes which arc distributed 
from north to south are tectonostratigraphically distinguished. The Kowaki Complex consists of 
greenstone， chert and clastic rock whose ages are unknown. The Yajiro and r、.JatasyoComplexes a問
composed predominantly of greenstone， limestone and chert ranging from Late Carbonifcrous to 
Early Jurassic in age with a minor amount of Early to Middle Jurassic clastic rock. The Hisasaka 
Complex consists of Triassic to Early Jurassic chert and Middle Jurassic clastic rock with subordinate 
greenstone and limestone whose ages are unknown. The Tsurugaoka and Yuragawa Compiexes 
contain Triassic to Middle Jurassic chert and Middie to Late Jurassic clastic rock. Geochcmical 
characteristics of greenstones documented their seamount parentage. 
The characteristic features including lithologic assemblages， depositional ages and internal 
structures of the complexes in the Wakasa area are regarded 10 be common throughout thc Tamba 
Terrane. Therefore， the standard seven units， Complexcs A‘B， C， D， E， F and G arc proposed to 
include a1 tectonostratigraphic units of the Tambaτerrane. Thc Kowaki， Yajiro、Natasyo，Hisasaka、
Tsurugaoka and Yuragawa Complexes correlate respectively to Complexes B、C，D、E，F and G. 
Further， the complexes having greenstone and chert of unknown age and Late Triassic clastic rock are 
cstablished as Complex A. 
The Tamba Terrane overa11 exhibits a large scale thrust-imbricate structure that is composed 
of the tectonic pile of Complexes A to G in an apparent descending order and is folded with gently 
westward plunging axes. 
Original stratigraphies of a1 complexes are reconstructed on the basis of thc interrelation 
between lithology and depositional age， although the complexes are internally characterized by the 
chaotic mixture of various lithologies. These stratigraphies begin with basal grcenstone and limestonc 
of seamount origin and are fol1owed by a sequence from pelagic chert to terrigenous clastic rock 
Thus， they record the landward migration of sedimentary environments from an ahyssal plain to a 
trench. 
The accretionary times of sediments composing the complexes infcrred from the youngest 
age of terrigenous clastic rock of each complex display a continuous spectrum being the 01des1 for 
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Complex A to the youngest [or Complex G， i.e.Late Triassic [or A， latc Early Jurassic for B， middlc 
Middle Jurassic for C， middle to late Middle Jurassic for D， late Middlc Jurassic for E， early Latc 
Jurassic for F and Latest Jurassic for G. Taking this systematic younging and thc thrust-imbricatc 
structure into considcration， the Tamba Terrane is inle中retedto have formed through a multi怯stages
continuous accretion and to have grown by its downward ( southward ) building. 
A top-to-south sense o[ simple shear is estimated by the analysωof deformation structures 
examined in the Tsurugaoka Complex ( Complex F). This movemcnt is consistent with the sense 
which was interpreted as a result o[ northward subduction. The southward growth of the Tamba 
Terrane and the subduction of seamount chains voluminously incorporated into Complexes C and D 
had not disturbed the continuous accretion of the complex岱.
Over 100 m.y. old. oceanic crusts had subducted and caused voluminous sediment accretion 
to form the Tamba Terrane， although subduction of such old crusts nonnally create no accretionary 
complex. This event is probably ascribed to the Triassic to Jurassic inter-continental collisions and 
associated tectonic movements occurring in the Asian contine則、 thatwere possible to supply a great 
amount o[ sediments into the subduction zone， inthe similar way to the cases o[ the Indian and Izu 
collisions. Therefore， the voluminous sediments within subduction zone would conquer the old and 
negative buoyant 0∞anic crust and can cause the accretion. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Modem accretionary complexes have been formed alongじonvergcntboundarics whcrc an 
oceanic crust is dcscending and consuming beneath the margin o[ continent or arc. Since 1970's， a 
great number of researchers mainly Ameriじansand Europeans have been concernco in subduじtion-
accretion tectonics and discussed the factors controlling the (ormation o( accretionary complexes and 
the type of accretion causing in subduction zon出 (e.[?・，Kariι1974; Karig & Sharman， 1975; Seely 
el al.， 1974; Dickinson， 1977; Scholl et al.， 1980; Hilde， 1983 ). 
Late Paleozoic to Mlocene complex回 arewidely exposcd in thc Japanese Islands and for a 
long time they had been considered to be geosynclinal deposits. During 1980's， the establishment of 
Late Paleozoic and Mesozoic radiolarian biostratigraphy and its advance (e.g.， Yao、1982;Yao et al.， 
1982; Matsuoka & Yao， 1986; Ishiga， 1986b ) successfully accomplishcd both the dctailed dating and 
the analysis o( various kinds of geologic structures of the Late Paleozoic to Miocene complexes in 
Japan. The results could clarify that the complexes had been formed along ancient convergent 
boundaries by subduction-accretion processes (e.g.， Tai問、 1981;Sakai & Kanmera， 1981; Kanmcra 
& Nishi， 1983; Matsuoka， 1984; Otsuka， 1985). However， studies of mcchanism and process of 
subduction-accretion have not progress so well and are left poorly advanced. The images of the ful 
figure of this dramatic event are disperse. 
Under these circumstances， detailed study of litho-biostratigraphy， gcologic structure and 
geochemistry of accretionary complexes has come to be an urgent and on time 10pic required 10 
Japanese geologists. Thus， the study was performed in the Tamba Terrane (or thc sakc of rcsolu1ion 
of the above problem. 
Sedimentary complexes of the Tamba Terrane in thc Inner Zone of Southwest Japan are 
products of Jurassic subduction and are mainly characterized by a melange with an assemblage o[ 
various lithologies. These rocks ∞mpdsc仕agmentsof volcanic seamounts and scdimcntary rocks o[ 
pelagic and te汀igenousrealms ranging from Late Paleozoic to Jurassic in age. Several tectono-
stratigraphic units are distinguished in the Tamba Terrane in recent works ( Imoto etμ1.， 1989; 
Kimura et a1.， 1989; Kurimoto & Makimoto， 1990; Nakae， 1990， 1992 )， although i1 was once 
divided into the type 1 and 1 suites ( Ishiga、1983;Imoto， 1984 ). 
The previously proposed fOllnative model (Hayasaka， 1987; Matsuda & Hayasaka， 1987 ) 
suggested that the accretions episodically occurred in the earlier and later stagcs forming the type n 
and 1 suites， respectively. However， a continuous accrctionary process， asrevealed from this study， 
negates the previous model. This aspect has re∞ntly been pointed out by Nakae ( 1992 ).
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This paper is intended to reveal thc Latc Palcozoic to Jurassic tcctonosedimentary history of 
the Tamba Terrane and to propose a new aspect of subduction-accretion tcctonics. Firstly、anewly 
proposed concepts and technical terms of sedimentary complexes， and tcじtonostratigraphyof the 
Tamba Terrane will be stated in Chapters 2 and 4 respcctivcly， next gcotectonic fcatures will be 
described in Chapter 5 for the sake of the following discussion. Finally， thc formative proccss of the 
Tamba Terrane and the factors causing its accretion will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 2 
TERMINOLOGY 
For investigating and understanding the sedimcntary complcxes of the TamtヲaTerrane， i t is
neither effective nor appropriate to use a normal stratigraphic sense. Newly proposed concepts and 
terms are useful， being defined as follows. 
1. Tectonostratigraphy 
Lithostratigraphic classification systematically organizes rock strata into units based on 
lithologic character， but mixture of lithostratigraphic units which has resulted fromじomplicated
deformation should be distinguished from ordinary lithostratigraphic ones ( Hedberg， 1976 ). 
Especially， a mass of mixed rock of various types such as melange may not conform 10 classic 
principles of superposition and stratigraphic succession， because its structural and stratigraphical 
interpretations cannot be based on presumptions of superposed and lateral stratal continuity. 
Hsu (1968) proposed tectonostratigraphy， a concept for the element of stratigraphy that 
deals with melanges. According to Hsu's sense， a large body of melange is designated as 
tectonostratigraphic unit， based on the different lithologic assemblages， internal structures and 
depositional ages of the inclusions and the matrix. In this paper， the tectonostratigraphic sense of 
Hsu (1968) will be used. 
2. Complex 
Division into group， fOlIuation and member in nonnal stratigraphic sense is not appropriate 
for melanges， which should be divided into tectonostratigraphic units as mentioned above. Thercfore 
the term complex will be used for the unit， although complex originally is a lithostratigraphic one 
∞mposect of diverse typ白 ofany class or classes of rock， and characterized by highly complicated 
structure to the extent that the original sequence of the component rocks may be obscured ( Hedberg， 
1976 ). 
3. Age of Complex 
Complcxes ought to have primarily composed a sort of successive sequenccs. They were 
probably deformed during incorporation with accretionary wedges and consequently arc characterized 
by the disruption of stratal continuity and the mixture of various rock types. Each complex having ilS 
individual successive sequence is distinguishable from others and the di百erenceamong sequences 
suggests that complexes respectively have different geologic histories. 
Age of complex should be defined as the fOlmational (or depositional) age including whole 
sequence， although complex may indicate some kinds of g∞logic age， for instance， the whole age of 
deposition， the time of accretion or the time of mixture and defo!mation. 
4. Melange 
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Masses of mixed rock called melanges have been widely re∞gnized and distributed in zones 
parallel to convergent plate margins except Antarctica ( Raymund & Terranova， 1984 ). Many 
geologists assume that the formation of melange is relatcd to subuuction or obduction tectonics due 10 
their occurrence in association with the margins. 
Melange is a term first introduced in Anglesey， Wales by Greenly (1919)， who invokeu this 
term to indicate rock bodies characterized by inclusions of rock enclosed in a schistosc matrix. 
Although Greenly (1919) origina11y thought that the fonuation of the Anglesey melange wa日ascribed
to tectonic processes， after that， this melange was interpreted to have becn formed by sedimenta円
rather than tectonic processes ( Wood， 1974). Thus， a variety of melange origins including tectonic， 
sedimentary， diapiric and polygenetic processes has been proposed and disじussedfor a long time， but 
several fundamental problems such as definition， formation and significan回 ofmelanges remain to be 
resolved. Unanimous agreement could not be reached even on the dcfinition at the Penrose 
Conference on Melanges ( Silver & Beutner， 1980) held in 1978 to solve these problems. Dcfinition 
of the teIIn melange is important in considering its origin， and variety of the formativc processes and 
definition were recently summarized by Raymond (1984). 
Raymond (1984) defined melange as a body of rock mappable at a scale of 1:24000 or 
smaUer and characterized both by lack of internal continuity of contacts or strata and by inじlusionof 
fragments and blocks of a1 sizes， both exotic and native， embedded in a fragmented matrix of fincr-
grained material. This definition is useful to describe melanges because it includes nu genetic 
signi白cance，however more detailed problems were pointed out by Wakita (1.989) and Kimura et al. 
(1989). They mentioned that the exotic inclusions and the scale of rock mass proposed by Raymond 
(1984) are not exactly essential for the definition. Under the circumstances， the descriptive term 
melange is defined as a mappable and non-stratigraphic rock body characterized both by the lack of 
stratal continuity and inclusion ofvarious rock types and sizes embedded in a matrix (Nakae， 1990). 
5. Melange Matrix and Slab 
Melange genera11y consists of inclusion of various rock types and sizes cmbedded in a 
matrix as above-mentioned. It is necessary for the description uf characteristic features of each 
melange to systematica11y臼 tegorizeits constituent elements. 
明匂kita(1988) proposed the category that melange is divided intu blocks or slabs， and 
undifferentiated matrix which is further subdivided into pelitic matrix and fragments. The difference 
among block， slab and fragment is ascribed to their length ( Waki旬、 1988). Yamagata (1989) 
mentioned that chaotic formation ( melange ) consists of chaotic rock and slabs， the former of which 
is divided into matrix and blocks. Kimura et al. (1989) summarized that melange is composed of 
slabs and mixed rock which is fonued by pelitic matrix and fragments ( or clasts). Nakae (1990) 
divided melange into slabs and melange matrix which comprises clasts and pelitic matrix. 
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Each rcsearcher scparately defincd the tcrms and the size of slab or clast as inclusion， which 
are slightly diffcrent. Nevertheless， they categorized the size of slab and clast in the same sense， and 
the difference of the size is not essentially important but for convenicnce of the descrjption 
Therefore， this paper is pursuant to Nakae (1990) and defines that slah is elongated and more than 
several hundred metcr long， and that clast ranges from a fcw millimcter 10 sevcral hundred mctcrs in 
length ( Fig. 1 ).
6. Original Stratigraphy 
Although melanges composing complexes are characterized by a diversity ofじomplicated
mixture and deformation， primarily they might be formed through continuous accumulation of 
sediments and had been repr岱entedas some sorts of successive sequencc. Becausc of this point o[ 
view， the successive sequences， called original stratigraphies in this paper， can be reconstructed on 
the basis of interrelation between each lithologic type and its depositional age， and the method o[ 
reconstruction will be explained in Chapter 6. The original stratigraphies record their own geological 
histories just prior to the inco中orationwith accretionary wedge complex回.
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Chapter 3 
GEOLOGIC FRA九1EWORK
Chaotic mixture of various rock types including仕agmentsof seamountぉandsedimentary 
rocks of pelagic and te汀igenousrealms and having a wide range in agc from Late Carboni[erous to 
Jurassic or Earliest Cretaceousう characterizesthe rocks cropping out in the Tamba，恥1ino，Ashio 
districts and some other areas in the Inner Zone of Southwest Japan ( Fig. 2). They arc called the 
T百h泊mb加a
however， isgenerally called the Tamba， the Mino or the Ashio Terrane according to their traditional 
names of the respective districts. The Tamba Terrane treated in this paper is sI1uated bctween the 
Ultra-Tamba Terrane 10 the north and the Ryoke Metamorphic Rocks to the south. 
Caridroit et al. (1985) had first defined the Ultra羽 mbaTerrane as a tectomc unit occupied 
by phyllitic rocks and situated between the Maizuru and the Tamba Terranes. Before the proposal of 
this terrane， the phyllitic rocks had been regarded to be of the Tamba Terrane ( Sakaguchi et al.、1973
)， although these rocks were separated from the proper of the Tamba Terrane in terms of thcir 
lithologic features ( Hirokawa et al.， 1957; Igi et al.， 1961). After that、Ishiga(1986a) redefined this 
terrane， for reasons of recognition of the additional unit that tectonically underlies the originally 
defined units. 
Outline and geologic features of the Ultra-Tamba Terrane arc hriefly described here 
according to Ishiga (1990). This terrane consists of three tectonostratigraphic units; UT1、UT2and 
UT3 from the bottom to the top， that are dissimilar in lithology. The UTl unit is composed of the late 
Middle or early Late Permian Hikami Formation， which consists mainly of greenish sandstones. The 
sandstones are intensely deformed in many case， becoming cataclasites. The UT2 unit comprises the 
Late Permian Oi Formation. This is mainly composed of mudstones that show phyllitic in appearan回
with minor amount of cherts and greenstones. The UT3 unit is occupied by the late Middle Permian 
Kozuki FOImation. This formation is mainly made up o[ greenstones and mudstones with additional 
acidic tuffs and sandstones. The Ultra田TambaTerrane were formed as an accretionaηcomplex along 
the margin of the Maizuru Terrane during Middle to Late Pennian age ( Kimura， 1988). 
The Ryoke Metamorphic Rocks consists of the assemblage of granitic rocks， gneiss and 
weakly to intensely metamo中hosedsedimentary rocks. Rocks of the τamba Terrane gradually 
grades southward into the low P / high T metamorphic rocks of the Ryoke ( Nak吋ima，1960 ). 
Kutsukake (1977) concluded that this metamo叩hismhad becn ascribed to the effect of granitic 
intrusion in depth. 
Geologic entity of the Tamba Terrane is both sedimentary complexes and coherent 
sequences， and the former composed of melanges wi1l be called under the name of the Tamba 
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sedimentary complex in this papcr. It is bctter not to use the Tamba Group named by Sakaguchi 
(1961) as the entity o[ this terrane， for reasons of thc application of tectonostratigraphic sense ( 
Nakae， 1992). Moreover， Late Jurassic coherent dastic sequence as the forearc basin deposit on thc 
Ultra-Tamba Terrane and Late Triassic and Latc Jurassic ones as trcnch slopc depo~its within thc 
sedimentary complexes of the Tamba Terrane are also exposed. 
The Tamba scdimentary complex is characterized by a melange with the assemblage of 
greenstone， limestone， chert and clastic sedimentary rock ranging from Late Carbonifcrous to Latest 
Jurassic in age. On the basis of the interrelation between Iithology and depositlOnal age， this 
sedimentary complex is intemally divided into several tectonostratigraphic units by the recent studies ( 
Imoto et al.， 1989; Kimura et al.， 1989; Kurimoto & Makimoto， 1990; Nakac， 1990， 1992 )， 
therefore the seven standard units: Complexes A， B， C， D， E， F and G will be proposed ( Fig. 3 ).
The youngest ages of clastic rock in the respective complexes displays to become younger [rom 
Complex A toward Complex G. The Tamba Terrane overall exhibits a large scale thrust-imbricate 
structured that is composed of the tectonic pile of Complcxes A to G in descending order and is 
folded with gently westward plunging axes. 
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Chapter 4 
TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHY 
Complexes as tectonostratigraphic units can be identified on the basis of their Iithologic 
assemblages， internal structures and depositional ages o[ original stratigraphies as stated in Chapter 2、
and some works have proposed many complexes in the Tamba Terrane. Thc geologiじfeaturesof thc 
complexes in the ¥匂kasaarea are白rstlydescribed below. 
1. The Tamba Sedimentary Complex in the Wakasa Area 
The Wakasa area locates to the south of Wakasa Bay and is situated on thc northern part o[ 
the Tamba Terrane ( Figs. 3 and 4). Previous works in this area were undertaken by means of 
norrnal stratigraphic sense in the 1950's -1970's， and regarded as that the complex was mainly 
Pennian in age ( Hirokawa et al.， 1957; Isomi & Kuroda， 1958; Igi ef al.， 1961; Sakaguchi et al.， 
1973). Six complexes were recognized by the most recent studies ( Nakae， ] 990， J 992 )， namely the 
Kowaki， Yajiro， Natasyo， Hisasaka， Tsurugaoka and Yuragawa Complexes from north to south in 
this succession、andthe Furuya Fonnation is exposed betwecn the Hisasaka and the Tsurugaoka 
Complexes ( Fig. 4). The characteristic features of lithologic assemblages of theじomplexesare 
shown in Table 1. The complexes and fOlmation in the ¥匂kasaarea will be describcd according to 
Nakae (1990， 1992)， asfollows. 
Distributions of the Kowaki， Yajiro and Natasyo Complexes are divided into the western 
and eastern parts by a NW-SE trending fault. These complexes are NE-SW trcnding in thc western 
part and changing to E司Wtrending in the eastern part. Folds with W 10 NW plunging axcs are well 
developed in the western part， incontrast with the eastem part unfolding. Thc trends of thc Hisasaka， 
Tsurugaoka and Yuragawa Complexes are discordant wIth that of the formerωmplじxesof thc 
westem part by a thrust fault， due to the nearly E-W trends of the later ones. 
(1) Kowaki Complex 
The Kowaki Complex is characterized by a large amount of melange matrix with 
subordinate slabs， and is distributed in the northernmost part of this area. Recognition of this 
complex is slightly difficult， because of the rare amount of its slabs. 
Lithologic assemblage 
In the Kowaki Complex， a small amount of sandstone、chertand greenstone slabs are 
embedded by a predominant melange matrix. These slabs are generally several hundred meters long 
and are not laterally continuous. Thus， they do not display a zonal arrangcment so well that an 
apparent stratigraphy is not clearly defined. The lower part of this complex locally contains the slabs 
of sandstone、chertand greenstone within the melange matrix， and a few sandstone and chert slabs are 
included within the melange matrix in the upper part. 
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As will be described in Chapter 5， the melange matrix is dividcd into four typcs on the basis 
of different assemblages of clasts which arc included in a pelitic matrix， and the T and S type matrices 
are most dominant in this complex. 
Depositional age of complex 
The age of the Kowaki Complex cannot be decided， because no fossil indicativc o[ age has 
been obtained from this complex. 
Structure 
This complex is situated on the top of the Tamba Terrane and is in thrust fault contact wilh 
the Ultra-Tamba Terrane to the NW and the Yajiro Complex 10 the SE. This complex句]to 2 km 
wide， NE-SW trending and steeply NW dipping， isslightly [olded. 
Sedimentary structures within the rnelange rnatrix have been slightly to complicatedly 
destroyed， especially near the thrust faults which bounded this complex from the others. 
(2) Yajiro Complex 
The YeリiroComplex is composed of a melange matrix and lateral1y continuous slabs. This 
complex is situated between the Kowaki and Natasyo Complexes and is distinguished from the 
Natasyo Complex by the inclusions of silica-stone. 
Lithologic assemblage 
The Yajiro Complex cornprises slabs of sandstone， alternating bed of sandstonc and 
rnudstone， rnudstone， siliceous mudstone， chert and greenstone， with rnelange rnatrix. Silica-stones ( 
Iwao， 1962 )， whose lithologic features will be described in Chapter 5， are accompanied by thc 
greenstones and are o[ten recognized in this cornplex. 
The laterally continuous sandstone、chertand greenstone slabs parallel to the general trend 
are several km long， and display a zonal arrangement. The apparent stratigraphy consisting of the 
rnelange matrix， greenstone and chcrt slab， rnelange matrix and sandstone slab from the bottom to thc 
top repeatedly crops out. The G type matrix locally crops out in close relation to the greenstones， 
whereas the T and S types are cornrnonly observed. 
Depositional age of complex 
No radiolarian fossil or other one is included in出eYajiro Complex. Therefore， thc age of 
the rocks cornposing this complex is unknown、exceptfor the greenstones which arc probably Late 
Carboniferous in age ( Sano & Tazaki， 1989 ). 
Structure 
The Yajiro Complex， 2 to 3 krn wide， trends NE-SW to ENE-WSW and dips steeply 
toward the NW toNNW In the eastem part， this cornplex is in direct contact with the U1tra-Tamba 
Terrane to the north contrary to the western part， inwhere the Kowaki Complex crops out between 
the Ultra-Tamba Terrane and the Yajiro Cornplex. And to the south司athrust fault contact between the 
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Yajiro and the Natasyo Complexes is found. Two folds with axes trenuing WN¥¥人ESEare ueveloped 
in the western part. 
(3) Natasyo Complex 
The Natasyo Complex is charaじterizedby the presence of uominant slahs of chert and 
greenstone. Further， this complex is differentiated from the Yajiro Complex hy the inclusion 01' 
limestones in the former， although the former lithologically rescmblcs thc lattcr. 
Lithologic assemblage 
The Natasyo Complex is dominated by slabs of various lithologics as well as the Yaj iro ， 
which are of sandstone， altcrnating bed of sandstone and mudstone， mudstone、siliceousmudstone、
chert and grecnstone， with subordinate melange matrix. A small amount ()f the limestone slabs are 
included in the melange matrix or accompanied by the greenston回.
The sandstone， chert and greenstone slabs are laterally continuous， more than several km 
long， and parallel to the general trend， displaying a zonal arrangcment. Repetition of the apparent 
stratigraphy involving the greenstone and chert slabs at the lower half and the melange matrix at the 
upper half is recognized， and the sandstone slabs occur at the uppermost part in the complex. In the 
western part of this complex， the sandstone slabs are well dcvcloped， but the eastern part is dominated 
by the chert slabs instead of the sandstones. 
Abundance of the T， S and G type matrices is almost similar to the case of thc Yajiro 
Complex， but rare amount of the C type is 0白enrecognizcd iηespectively of the relation to the slabs. 
Depositional age of complex 
Radiolarian fossils detected from the Natasyo Complcx were describcd by Nakae (1992). 
The cherts included characteristic species of the Pseudoalbaillella scalprata m. rhombothoracata， the 
Pseudoalbaillella globosa， the Follicucullus monacanthus， the Follicucullus scholasticlls and the 
Neoalbaillella optima Asscmblagcs ( Ishiga， 1986b ) of Pcrmian， and the Triassocampe deweveri 
Assemblage ( Yao， 1982 ) of late Middle Triassic in age. Some species indicative o[ Early Jurassic 
wcre also obtained from the cherts. 
The siliceous mudstones yielded many radiolarian spccies of theAcanthocircus hexagonus ( 
Hori & Yao， 1988 )， the Hsuum hisuiかoense( Matsuoka & Yao， 1981 ) and the Unuma echinatus ( 
Yao et al.， 1980 ) Asscmblagcs， indicating late Early to middle Middle Jurassic in age. Middle 
Jurassic radiolarian fossils of the Unuma echinatus and the Guexella nudata ( Matsωka， 1981 ) 
Assemblages were obtained from the mudstones. 
Early to Middle Pcrmian fusulinids detected from the limestones were reported by Hirokawa 
et al. (1957) and Sakaguchi et al. (1973). Furthermore， Sano & Tazaki (1989) clarified that the 
greenstones were formed at about 303 Ma (Late Carboniferous ) by the Sm-Nd radiometric dating. 
Accordingly， the depositional age of the Natasyo Complex is ranging from Late 
Carboniferous to Middle Jurassic time， as mentioned above. 
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Structure 
The Natasyo Complex， 3 10 5 km wide司 trendsιW to NE-SW with N to NW dipping in 
the wes1ern part， and changing 10 E-W trending with N dipping in the eastern part. Many folds wilh 
WNW-ESE to NW-SE trending axes are developed. ThlS complex contacts against the Yajiro 
Complex to the north， while it is bounded from the Tsurugaoka Complex to the SW ano from the 
Hisasaka Complex to the SE by a thrust fault. 
(4) Hisasaka Complex 
The Hisasaka Complex is composed of slabs ano mclange matrix. Many fcatures of this 
complex resemble those of the Tsurugaoka Complex， but this complcx has two distinguishing 
features; one is the presence of limestone and grcenstone slabs within the Hisasaka and lhe olher is it~ 
earlier age of deposition. The distribution of this complex is limited by NW-SE trじndinghigh angle 
faults to the west. 
Lithologic assemblage 
The Hisasaka Complex is composed of slabs and predominant melange matrix. The T and 
S type matrices are widely exposed and the C and G ones are rareIy obscrved. The slabs are of 
various lithologies involving sandstone， alternating bed of sandstone and mudstone， mudstone， 
siliceous mudstone， chert， 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudstone， limestone and greenstone. The 
limestone and greenstone slabs are rarely found in this complex. These slabs， generallength of a few 
kilometers， are not continuous lateraUy in contrast with the Yajiro and Natasyo Complexes. 
Depositional age of complex 
Occurrence of Triassic and Jurassic radiolarian fossils werc reporled by Nakae (1990). 
Radiolarian species of the Triassocampe dewe¥ノeriand the Parahsuum simplum Assemblages ( Yao， 
1982) were detected from the cherts， indicating late Middle Triassic and early Early Jurassic in age. 
The siliceous mudstones contained some species of the Unuma echinatus Assemblagc of middle 
Middle Jurassic. Further， the mudstones included species of the Unuma echinatus and the Guexela 
nudata Assemblages indicative of Middle Jurassic， with some Early Jurassic specles. 
No fossil could be obtained from the 'Toishi-typc' siliceous mudslOnes. Nevertheless， 
Koike (1979) pointed out that the siliceous mudstones of this type widely crop out through the 
Japanese Islands and their ages are Smithian to Anisian， and Imoto (1984) also set the age between 
Spathian and Anisian. So the age of this siliceous mudstone in this area fals into late Early to early 
Middle Triassic. 
The depositional age of the Hisasaka Complex can be dated as late Early Triassic to Middle 
Jurassic time from the occu汀enceof these fossils. 
Structure 
The Hisasaka Complex， 3 to 8 km wide、trendsnearly E-W and dips toward N and S 
steeply. Two folds with axes plunging to the west at a low angle， are developed. This complex 
' 
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contacts with the Natasyo Complex to the north、andwith thc Tsurugaoka Complex and the Furuya 
Fonnation to the south by a thrust fault. 
(5) Tsurugaoka Cornplex 
The Tsurugaoka Complex can be easily distingui古hedfrom the other complexes by a small 
variety of lithology of its including slabs. As will bc discusscd in Chaptじr5， Nakac (1990) described 
melange fabrics and analyzed micro-deformation structures in this complex. 
Lithologic assernblage 
The Tsurugaoka Complex comprises slabs and predominant melange matrix. The melange 
matrix is represented by the T and S types with minor amount of the C type， but the G typc cannot be 
recognized. The slabs are of sandstone， a1temating bed of sandstone and mudstone， mudstone， 
siliceous mudstone， chert and 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudstone. No limestone and greenstone slab is 
included in this complex. These slabs do not continue laterally， less than several km long， incontrast 
with the Yajiro and Natasyo Complexes as wel1 as the Hisasaka. 
Depositional age of cornplex 
Radiolarian fossils which are useful in determining the age were already reported ( Nakae， 
1990). The cherts yielded characteristic species of the Triassocampe d，日付νeriAsscmblage o[ late 
Middle Triassic， the Parahsuum simplum Assemblage of early Early Jurassic and thc Hsuum 
hisuikyoense Assemblage of early Middle Jurassic. Middle Jurassic species of the Hsuum 
hisuiわloen児、 theUnuma echinatus and the Guexella nudata Assemblages were obtained from the 
siliceous mudstones， and further the mudstoncs included a large amount of middle Middle to early 
Late Jurassic species belonging to the Unuma echinatus， the Guαella nudala and the Gongylothorax 
sakawaensis -Stichocapsa naradaniensis ( Matsuoka & Yao， J 98l ) Assemblages. The 'Toishi-typc' 
siliceous mudstones are probably late Early to early Middle Triassic in age as wel as those o[ the 
Hisasaka Complex. 
These fossil evidences indicate that the rocks comprising the Tsurugaoka Comp1cx 
deposited during late Early Triassic to early Late Jurassic time. 
Structure 
The Tsurugaoka Complex、widelyexposing both to the north and south of the Yuragawa 
Complex， has its width of about 10 km and the generaI trend of nearly E・羽( This complex dips 
toward both north and south、resultedfrom folds with axes trending E-W、whosewavclength is 
several hundred meters to several kilometers. A thrust fault contact between the 'Dmrugaoka and 
Yuragawa Complexes is not clearly found. 
(6) Yuragawa Cornplex 
The Yuragawa Complex is characterized by repetition of laterally continuous slabs 
composed of chert with overlying clastic rock and melange matrix. Although the components of the 
Yuragawa Complex essentially resembles those of the Tsurugaoka Complex， different structural 
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features arises between these complexes; one is that thc length and lateral continuity of the 
Yuragawa's slabs is longer than the Tsurugaoka's， and the other is thal thc abo¥'e-mentioned 
repetition is obviously recognized only in the Yuragawa. 
Lithologic assemblage 
The Yuragawa Complex is characterized by thc laterally continuous slahs which arc scvcral 
to 10 km long and are composed of chert and clastic rocks， and subordinate mclangじmatrix，which is 
analogous to the Tsurugaoka's matrix. 
In the continuous slabs， a lithostratigraphy consisting of basal 'Toishi-typピ siliceous
mudstone succeeded by a gradual change from chert through siliceous mudstonc to mudstone and 
sandstone， isrecognized. Lithostratigraphies such like this have been called the chert-c1astics 
sequence and reported from many other places. The melange matrix conlains dominant siltstone and 
sandstone slabs and rare amount of chert slabs. 
Depositional age of complex 
In the Yuragawa Complex， radiolarian fossils ranging from Triassic to Jurassic in agc were 
obtained ( Nakae， 1990， 1991a). Radiolarian species of the Parahsllum simplum and the ParahsulIm 
(?) grande (Hori & Y初、 1988) Assemblages of Early Jurassic weJe detected from the cherts， and 
these also yielded some species indicative of late Late Triassic to earliest Jurassic. Species belonging 
10 the Guexella nudata Assemblage were obtained from the siliceous mudstones， and thosc of the 
Gongylothorax sakawaensis -Stichocapsa naradaniensis Assemblagc were included in the 
mudstones， rcspectively. Furthermore， latest Jurassic ( Tithonian ) radiolarian species ocじurred仕om
出esilty mudstone in this complex ( Nakae， 1991a). 
The 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudstones contained no fossil， but theu age出artprohably late 
Early to early Middle Triassic ( Koike， 1979; Imoto， 1984 ). 
Consequently， itcan be concluded that the Yuragawa Complex was formed by deposition of 
the rocks during late Early Triassic to latest Jurassic in age. 
Structure 
The Yuragawa Complex occupies the structurallow白tposition of the Tamba Terranc and is 
exposed at the axial part of the Hatcho Antiform. This complex trends E-W with 4 to 6 km wide and 
dips toward N and S. Zones of the melange matrices and the chert-clastics sequenccs repeatedly crop 
out、forminga thrust-imbricate structUJe. 
(7) Furuya Formation 
The unit name 'formation' is used herein for coherent clastic sequences. Firstly， the Furuya 
FOImation was dcfined by S. Yoshida (1977) as the Triassic slump fonnation which is abundantly 
included clastic coherent sequences. However， the slump formation， which has been regarded as the 
term melange、couldbe inco中oratedinto the Hisasaka Complex， and then Nakae (1990) redeiined the 
Furuya Formation as the coherent sequence of Yoshida's definition. 
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The Furuya Formation is easily distinguished from the othcr complexes by means 01'its wel 
prescrved primary lithostratigraphic sequence and lateral continuity of 叫rata. Aじording10 
s. Yoshida (1977) and Adachi & S. Yoshida (1984)， distribution of this formation 18 restricted to a 
narrow area and extends for at least 20 km long) trending E-W 
Lithologic assemblage 
The Furuya Formation consists of only clastic rocks、whichinclude predominant alternating 
bed of sandstone and mudstone， laminated mudstone and suhordinate silceous mudstonc. The 
lithostratigraphy was descnbed by Nakae (1990). 
The alternating bed is divided into thick-bedded and thin-beddcd lypes on the basis of 
thickness of sandstone， although ratio between Its sandstone and mudstone has a wide rangc. The 
thick-bedded type has sandstone interbeds of 15 to 200 cm or more in thickness， whilc thc thin-
bcdded type is characterized by those of less than 5 cm thick and much thicker mudstone interbcds. 
The mudstones are rarely foliated by a weak slaty cleavage parallel to thc bedding planes、
contrary to a scaly foliation strongly developing within the pclitic matrix of thc othcr complexcs. 
Depositional age of formation 
Tanabe et al. (1983) and Tamba Belt Research Group (1990) reported the occurrcnce of 
some radiolarian species from the Furuya Formation of this a問、 rescmblingthose of the Mir析ωs
bai助iAssemblage (Mizutani et al.， 1981) of middle to late Late Jurassic in agc. In several placcs in 
the Kutsuki area， to the east of this area， Late Jurassic radiolarians were obtained by Adachi & 
S. Yoshida (1984). Thus， thc depositional age of the Furuya Formation is middle to latc Late Jurassic 
( Fig. 20 ). 
Structure 
Thc Furuya Formation trends nearly E-W， extends for at least 20 km long with the width of 
3 to 5 km and contains several folds with WNW-ESE trending axes， dipping to north and south. 
NW-SE trending high angle faults are recognized and transects this formation ( Tamba Belt Research 
Group， 1990). This formation contacts against thc Hisasaka Complex to the north and the 
Tsurugaoka Complex to the south by a thrust fault， respectively. 
2. Standard Complexes of the Tamba Terrane 
As stated before， Ishiga (1983) and Imoto (1984) first divided the Tamba Terrane into the 
type 1 and I suites. However， subdivision of these suites is possible in the above-dcscribcd羽1akasa
area and the other areas. Therefore， the division of Ishiga (1983) and lmoto (1984) is abolished in 
this paper. The standard seven complexes: Complex A， B， C， D， E， Fand G are ncwly proposed on 
the basis of the complexes in the Wakasa area which have the respective characteristic features and 
become to be standard in the Tamba Terrane. They correlateωthe complcxes both in the Wakasa and 
the other areas、thelatter wiU be described in the next section ( Tables 2 and 3 ). 
(1) Complex A 
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Ishiga (1985) first reported the occurrcnce of late Triassic radiolarians from mudstones in 
this Wakasa area. The complexes including Late Triassic terrigenous clastiじrocksart' established as 
Complex A， because Late Triassic clastic rocks can differentiate thcmselvcs from the other complexes 
whose clastic rocks are Jurassic in agc. Complcx A includes cherts and greenstones、whoseages are 
not certainly clarified， besides clastic rocks. 
The distribution areas of Complex A are not cxactly obvious within the Tamha Terrane、only
a few localities where Late Triassic mudstones and siliceous mudstones were discovered， have bcen 
recognized ( Ishiga， 1985; Kusunoki et al.， 1991 ). As will be stated later， howcv位、 theAoki and 
Minamiyama Formations ( Goto、1986MS)and a part of the Kanoashi Complex ( Fuk凶omi，1990 ) 
to the west are the members of Complex A. 
(2) Complex B 
Complex including the Kowaki is named as Comp1ex B and is characterized by predominant 
melange matrix. The slabs that occupy minor amounts of this complex、generallyhave the length 01' 
several hundred meters not being laterally continuous. 
Lithologic assemblage of the slabs is shown by greenstone， limestone， chcrt， siliceous 
mudstone， mudstone and sandstone. Depositional age of each lithologic typc is as [ollows; chert is 
Permian to Early Jurassic， siliceous mudstone is Early Jurassic， mudstone is middle to late Early 
Jurassic and greenstone is unknown in age. 
(3) Complex C 
The Yajiro Complex is thc type o[ Complex C. The characteristic feature 01' thisじomplexis 
the lateral continuity of the slabs being several km to 10 km long. Lithologic assemblagc of the slabs 
consists of greenstone， limestoneパ;hert，siliceous mudstone， mudstone and sandstonc. Silica-stones 
are often associated with greenstones. Depositional and/or formational ages are summarized as 
[ollows; greenstone is Late Carboniferous， limestone is Late Carboniferous to Middle Permian、chert
is Pellnian to Early Jurassic， siliceous mudstone is Early Jurassic and mudstone is Early to middle 
Middle Jurassic. 
(4) Complex D 
The Natasyo Complex is the type of Complex D. Very continuous slabs occupy a large 
amounts of this complex and most of them accentuate the complex's feature， aswell as Complex C. 
Lithologic assemblage， composed of greenstone， limestone， chert， siliceous mudstone and mudstone， 
is recognized in this complex. Depositional and/or fonnational age of each lithologic type is as 
follows; greenstone is Late Carboniferous， limestone is Early to Middle Permian and Middle to Late 
Triassic、chertis Middle Permian to Early Jurassic， siliceous mudstone is early to midd1e Middle 
Jurassic and mudstone is Middle Jurassic. 
(5) Complex E 
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Complex E is proposcd for the type of the Hisasaka Complex. This complcx is 
characterized by a large amount o[ melange matrix. Lithologiじassemblagcof thc slabs compnses 
sandstone， mudstone， siliceous mudstone， chert and subordinatじgreen日toneaじcompanyinglimcstonc. 
The greenstones and limestones， probably Triassic in age， are charaじtenstlcぉo[this compJex. In 
comparison with Complex C and D， the length of these slabs is shorter. 
Depositional and/or fonnational age of each lithologic type is as (ollows. Greenstone and 
limestone are Middle to Late Triassic， chert is Triassic to Early Jurassic， siliceous mudstone is middle 
Middle Jurassic and mudstone is late Early to Middle Jurassic. 
(6) Complex F 
Geological features of Complex F including the Tsurugaoka Complcx are the same as thosc 
of Complex E， except for two distinctions between them; one is that greenstone and limestone are not 
included in Complex F， and the other is that Complcx F isslightly younger in agc. Lithologic 
assemblage of the slabs contains chert， siliceous mudstonc and mudstone. Depositional and/or 
formational age of each lithologic type is as follows; chert is Triassic to early Middlc Jurassic， 
siliceous mudstone is Middlc Jurassic and mudstone is Middle to early Late Jurassic. 
(7) Complex G 
Complex G islithologically similar to Complex F， but the [onner's age is younger than the 
later's. Complex G isthe type of the Yuragawa Complex that has very continuous slabs. Lithologic 
assemblage o[ the slabs contains Triassic to late Middle Jurassic chert， late Middle Jurassic siliceous 
mudstone and Middle to Late Jurassic mudstone. 
3. The Tamba Sedimentary Complex in the Other Areas 
Some works had already proposed many complcxes from several areas. These complcxes 
can be correlated to the standard ones as shown in Table A. 
(1) Ayabe Area 
A few studies including Iwao (1962) and Kimura et al. (1989) wcreじarriedout in the Ayabe 
area， tothe SE of Ayabe City ( Fig. 3). The complexes in this area are desじribedaccording to mainly 
Kimura et al. (1989)， who recognized the Yamaga， Kamanowa and Wachi Complexes and the typc 1 
suite arranging from north to south ( Table 2 ).
Yamaga Complex 
This complex is characterized by predominant melange matrix and subordinate slabs made 
up of sandstone， alternating bed of sandstone and mudstone， mudstone， chert and grcenstone. The 
slabs are generally 5ωm to4 km long and do not laterally continue. The depositional age cannot be 
determined， because of no fossil obtained. 
Kamanowa Complex 
The Kamanowa Complex consists of lateraUy continuous slabs extending for several to 10 
km long and melange matrix. The slabs of sandstone， altemating bed of sandstυnc and mudstone， 
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chert and greenstone are gcnerally observed and silica-stol1es acωmpanied by grcenstones are often 
lllcluded in this complex. Only two radiolarian fossils、indicatIveof Late PermIan and Early Jurassk、
obtained were reported by Kimura et al. (1989). 
Wachi Complex 
The Wachi Complex is characterized by predominant slabs and minor amount of melange 
matrIx， and Iithologic剖lyresemble the Kamanowa Complex. The日labsare lateraly continue for 
severaI km or more than 10 km long and consist of sandstone， alternating bcd of sandstonc and 
mudstone， mudstone， siliceous mudstone、chert，limestone and grcenstone. 
Late Early to middlc Middle Permian fusulinids ( 19i et al.、1961;Sakaguchi & Yamagiwa， 
1973 ) and Middle 10 Late Triassic conodonts ( Musashino et al叶 1980) were obtained from the 
limestones. Kimura et al. (1989) reported the occurrence of radiolarians; the cherls contained Middle 
to Late Pennian and Early Jurassic ones， the siIiceous mudstones included late Early to carly Middle 
Jurassic ones and the 'Toishi-type' siIiceous mudstone accompanying Latest Permian cherts yielded 
Late Permian species ( Kuwahara et al.， 1991 ). 
Type 1 Suite 
The type 1 suite is characterized by a large amount of melange matrix contrary to the 
Kamanowa and Wachi Complexes. Slabs are not so continuous， generally scveral km long， and are 
∞mposed of sandstone， alternating bed of sandstone and mudstone， siliceous mudstone， chert and 
'Toishi-type' siIiceous mudstone. According to Kimura et al. (1989)， the cherts and siliceous 
mudstones yielded Early Jurassic and late Middle 10 early Late Jurassic radiolarians， respectively. 
Further， some species indicative of late Middle to early Late Jurassic were detected from the 
mudstones. 
(2) Fukuchiyama Area 
The Fukuchiyama area locates to the south of Fukuchiyama City (Fig. 3 ) and is situatcd on 
the northern limb of the Kuroi Antiform ( Sakaguchi， 1959). The detailed geological maps had not 
been proposed for a long time except for the boundary between the type 1 and I suites that was 
indicated by lshiga (1983). However， Kurimoto & Makimoto (1990) recently described the geology 
of this area and recognized the Mimata， Ashibuchi and Kuroi Complexes from north to south ( Table 
2 ).
Mimata Complex 
Melange matrix is the predominant component of the Mimata Complcx. SIabs， 1 to 3 km 
long， are not IateraIly continuous and consist IithologicaIly of sandstone， altemating bed of sandstone 
and mudstone， chert and greenstone. In Fig. 3， the Mima1a Complex is divided into two complcxes， 
because the division in the Ayabe area may be applied to this complex. According to Kurimoto & 
Makimoto (1990)， late Middle Triassic radiolarians were obtained from the cherts、EarlyJurassic ones 
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were detected from thc siliceous mudstones and the mudstones yiclded many species indicating Early 
to middle Middle Jurassic age 
Ashibuchi Complex 
The Ashibuchi Complex is mainly composed of slabs with subordinate mclange matrix 
The slabs are of sandstone， alternating bed of sandstone and mudstone， chert and greenstonc司 andart 
laterally continuous， more than several km long. The cherts are often a!tendcd with rcd mudstones. 
The cherts included Permian radiolarians and the red siIiccous mudstoncs containcd Pcrmian ones and 
further Middle Jurassic ones were detected from the mudstones ( Kurimoto & Makimoto， 1990). 
Kuroi Complex 
The Kuroi Complex is composed of a large amount o[ melangc matrix which contain~ rarじ
amount of slabs. These slabs， generally 1 to 3 km long， consist of sandstone， alternating bed ()f 
sandstone and mudstone， siliceous mudstone， chert and 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudstone. The cherts 
yielded a few Jurassic radiolarians and the mudstones included those of late Middle Jurassic in age ( 
Kurimoto & Makimoto， 1990). Ishiga (1983) detected radiolarians indicating early Early lurassic 
from the cherts， and those of early to middle Late Jurassic from the mudstones. 
(3) Sasayama Area 
The Sasayama area is situated in the western part of the Tamba Terrane ( Fig. 3). The 
previous work of Sakaguchi (1959) first revealed the stratigraphy and structure; the Sanakatoge， 
Man吋o、Takashiroyamaand Shi吋oFormations cropping out in ascending order which are folded by 
the E時W trending Sasayama Synfolln. Ishiga et al. (1987) regarded the Takashiroyama and Shinjo 
Fonnations as a part of the UItra-Tamba Terrane and renamed them to the redcfined Takashiroyama 
and Ajima Formations ( Table 4 ).
The Sanakatoge and Man司oComplexes ( Table 2 ) and the Takashiroyama Forrnation are 
described here， except for the Ajima Formation that wilI be treated in the following seclion 
Sanakatoge CompIex 
The Sanakatoge Complex is predominantly composed of laterally continuous chert slabs 
which are situated at the bottom. Minor amounts of melange matrix encloscs many slabs of sandstone 
and chert being less than 1 km long. Ishiga (1983) reported the occurrence of Middk to Late Permian 
radiolarians from the cherts and middle Middle lurassic ones from the mudstones. 
Manajo Complex 
TheMan司oComplexじonsistsof predominant melange matrix and subordinate slabs. The 
slabs lithologically of sandstone， chert and greenstone are frequcntly observed， and silica-stones and 
limestones associated with greenstones are often included. The bottom greenstone slabs extend for 
several to 10 km long and are overlain by cherts. This complex is divided into two complexes ( 
Kurimoto， personal communication )， thus these two are shown in Fig. 3. A few Early Permian 
fusulinids were found in the limestones ( Sakaguchi， 1959). The cherts and the mudstones yielded 
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Late Carboniferous to Late Triassic and ear1y Ear1y and midd1e Middle Jurassic radiolarians、
respective1y ( Ishiga， 1983 ). 
(4) Shuzan Area 
The Shuzan area 10cates to the NW of Kyoto City and occupies the centraI part 01' the Tamba 
Terrane ( Fig. 3). Previous lithostratigraphic invcstigations ( Tamha Bc1t Rescarch Group， 1971、
1974; Sakaguchi， 1973 ) were carried out and proposcd thc detailed gco10gical maps， and 
biostratigraphic studies on the basis of microfossils ( e.g.‘Ishiga & lmoto， 1980; lshiga、1982)were 
a1so achieved in this area. Imoto et al. (1989) divided the sedimcntary complex that 1S fo1ded by the 
Shuzan Synform ( Matsushita， 1953 ) into the Shuzan， Kumogahata and Haiya Units and thc type 1 
sUlte. 
This paper prefers complex to uniムsothe unit names will beじhangedto the Shuzan、
Kumogahata， Haiya， Nakagawa and Takao Complexes distrihuting from the axia1 part of the synl'orm 
to the south ( Table 2). The latter two are derived from the Nakagawa and Takao Formations o[ 
Sakaguchi (1973) and are essentially equivaient to the type 1 suite 01' Imoto et al. (1989). The 
depositional ages of the complexes are shown in Fig. 6. 
Shuzan Complex 
Sandstones， aiternating beds of sandstone and mudstone and cherts are recognized as slabs 
of several hundred meters to a few km long. Rare greenstone slabs are included in thc melange 
matrix. Radiolarians of midd1e Late PeIl1ian ( Ishiga et al.， 1982a )， late Late Triassic ( M. Yoshida 
et al.、1982)， ear1y Early Jurassic ( Imoto et al.， 1989 ) and Early Triassic conodonts ( Ishiga et al.、
1981 ) were obtained from the cherts. The siliceous mudstones and mudstones incJuded those of 
Ear1y Jurassic age (Imoto et al.， 1989 ). 
Kumogahata Complex 
The Kumogahata Complex is characterized by the existenじeof many slabs. Thesc slahs arc 
composed of sandstone， alternating bed of sandstone and mudstone， chert and greenstone， and are 
less than 3 km except for the basal slabs of chert and greenstone. 
Sano et al. (1987) deterrnined age of the greenstonωto be 334・339Ma ( Early 
Carboniferous). Latest Early Carboniferous conodonts were obtained from the limestone ( 
Musashino et al.， 1977). The cherts yielded Early Permian radiolarians ( Ishiga et a/.， 1984 )， late 
Middle Triassic and Early Jurassic ones ( Imoto et al.， 1989). Early and middle Middle Jurassic 
radio1arians were obtained from the tuffaceous mudstones and the mudstone、respectively( Imoto et 
al.， 1989 ). 
Haiya Complex 
About 20 km long sIabs of chert and greenstone occupy a large amount of the Haiya 
Complex. Minor amounts of discontinuous slabs are composed of sandstone， alternating bed of 
sandstone and mudstone、chertand greenstone frequently embedding 1imestones. 
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Tamba Belt Resean.:h Group (1971、1980)ubtained Early and Middle Pcrmian fusulinius. 
brachiopods and trilobite from the limestones accompanying the grecnstoncs. The cherts yiclded 
Early and Middle Permian radiolarians ( Ishiga & Imoto‘1980; Ishiga et al.， 1982h). Radiolarians of 
late Early to early Middle Jurasslc and of early Middle Jurassic age werc detected from the tut1accous 
mudstones and the siliceous mudstones， respectively ( Imoto et al.， J 989). Further， radiolarians 
from the mudstones indicate middlc Middle Jurassic age (Imotu et a人 198り).
Nakagawa Complex 
The Nakagawa Cumplex redefined here is roughly corresponds with the Nakagawa 
Formation of Sakaguchi (1973)， except for its upper part that may hc includcu into thc Haiya 
Cumplex. This complex is composed of sandstone， chert and grecnstone slabs embcdued in a 
melange matrix. These slabs， relatively continuous， have the length uf several km. This cumplex is 
characterized by the presence of Triassic greenstones， that can differentiate this complex from the 
Takao Complex including no greenstone. Hexacoral of Middle to Late Triassic age includeu in the 
greenstone and radiolarians of Middle Jurassic age obtaincd from the mudstone were reported by 
Honda & Shimonishi (1983). The cherts yielded late Middle to middle Late Triassic cunouonい(
τamba Belt Research Group， 1979 ). 
Takao Complex 
The Takao Formation ( Sakaguchi， 1973) is redefined here to the Takao Complcx instead uf 
a part of the type 1 suite. The slabs， usually a few km， are of sandstone、altematingbed of sanustunc 
and mudstone， siliceous mudstone and chert， but thc chert slabs are must uominant onc日. The 
'Toishi句 type'siliceous mudstones accompanying the cherts are recugnizcd. Middlc to Latc Triassic 
conodonts were detected from the cherts ( Tamba Belt Research Group， 1979 ) and middle Middle 
Jurassic radiolarians were obtained from the mudstones ( Imoto et al.， 1989 ) 
Uogabuchi Formation 
The Uogabuchi Formation is newly proposed here， although its geolugical entity and 
distribution are not exactly obvious. This fOIlnation has the sandstones from whichル1onotissp. uf 
middle Late Triassic age had been detected， and includes the tuffaceous mudstones which yielded late 
Late Triassic radiolarians (Tamba Belt Research Group， 1971; Shimonishi etal.、1981;M. Yoshida et 
al.， 1982; Tanabe et al.， 1987 ). 
Kusunoki & Musashino (1990) estab!ished the TIld Unit， which is characterized by the 
Monotis sandstone and separated it from the TIIc Unit ( Shuzan Complex )， as a rcsult of their 
petrological study of the sandstone. This fOlmation must be distinguished from the othcr complexes、
since it doesn't show a chaotic mixed feature. 
(5) Nishiyama Area 
The Nishiyama area locates to the west of Kyoto City， and is situated to the south of the 
Shuzan area ( Fig. 3). The Hozugawa Antiform ( Matsushita， 1953; Isozaki & Matsuda、1980) to 
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the north and the Sakurai Synform ( Nakamura et al.， 1936) 10 the south a陀 rccognizedand 11c 
sedimentary complex generally dips toward south. 
Preliminary work was slarted by Nakamura et a1.(1936) and succeedcd by Sakaguchi 
(1957， 1973)， concluding lhe sedimentary complex was Permian. Reじently，rocks composing the 
Ultra-Tamba Terranc have been recognized in the axial part of the Sakurai Synform ( An'yoji elol.、
1987; Nakae， 1988; Kusunoki & Musashino， 1990 )， and its detailed geology will bc dcscribed ln the 
following section. The Saihoji， Oinosaka， Tano and Izuriha Complexcs trom north 10 soulh， 
compiled from the previous works， are redefined ( Fig. 7， Tablcs 2 and 5 ) 
Saihoji Complex 
The Saihoji Complex is the same as the Saih吋iFormation of Jsozaki & Matsuua (l980). 
This complex is mainly composed of a melange matrix that includes minor amounts of slahs. The 
slabs、1to 3 km in length， are generally of sandstone and chert， while grecnstone slabs are rarely 
found. The cherts are often accompanied by the 'Toishi-type' slliceous mudstones. [sozaki & 
Matsuda (1980) reported the presence of coherent chert succcssion of Middlc to Latc Triassic and 
probably Middle Jurassic siliceous mudstone， but the age o[ the grecnstones is stil unknown. 
Oinosaka Complex 
The Oinosaka Complex contains the Yamamoto、Oinosaka， Shirusawaike and 
Toshitanigawa Formations of Sakaguchi (1973)， and is characterized by the melange includmg slabs 
of various lithologies. Sandstones fonn large slabs themselves with the length of more than 5 km and 
the thickness of 1 to 2 km. The other slabs are made up of chcrt、greenstoneand limeslone besidcs 
sandstone， and are several hundred meters to scveral km long. Early Permian fusulinid~ and corals 
[rom the limestones ( Sakaguchi & Yamagiwa， 1958 )， and 百iassicand J urassic radiolarians [rom the 
cherts and mudstones ( Takemura， 1980) were reportcd. 
Tano Complex 
The Tano Complex includes the Tano Formation wilh additive basal part ()f the Izuriha 
Formation of Sakaguchi (1957)、andis equivalent to the T-l Formation o[ Nakae (1987MS、1988).
Cherts and greenstones are dominant elements as slabs contrary to sandstones thal are rarcly found 
and limestones occasionally accompany the greenstones. 
Occurrencεof many Early to Middle Permian fusulinids and corals from the limeslones wcre 
repo巾 d(e.g.， Sakaguchi， 1957; Sakaguchi & Yamagiwa， 1958). Further， discovery of Hαlob山sp.
and conodonts from the limestones ( Nakazawa & Nogami， 1967; Yamada el 01.， 1977 ) suggests the 
limestones were Middle to Late Triassic. Radiolarians o( probably Late Permian and Triassic agc ( 
Takemura， 1980) and Middle to Late Triassic conodonts ( M. Yoshida、]977 ) were obtained from 
the cherts. Late Permian， early Late Triassic and early Early Jurassic radiolarians from the cherts and 
early Early Jurassic ones [rom the siliceous mudstones and mudstones were detected ( Takemura， 
1980; Nakae， 1987MS; Onishi、1987MS). 
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Izuriha Complex 
The Izuriha Complex is correlative to the Izuriha Formation of Sakaguchi (1957) except for 
thc basal part of the formation， and is eq山valentto thc T-2 and T-3 Formations of Nakae (1987MS， 
1988). The melange including sandstoncs， cherts and greenstones as slabs widely crops out、exccpt
for the bottom part where the largc slab of sandstone and mudstone is exposed. The bottom slab has 
the length of more than 4 km and many other slabs are gcnerally several hunured meters to 1 km long. 
No fosil occurrence has been reported. 
4. Ultra-Tarnba Terrane 
The Ultra-Tamba Terrane ( Caridroit et al.， 1985; Ishiga， 1986a、199υ)consists abundantly 
o[ philitic mudstones and sheared sandstones with additional chcrts anu grcenstones、th剖 arcMiddle 
to Late PelInian in age (e.g.、Caridroitet al.， 1985; Ishiga， 1985， Kurimoto、]986; Musashino et (，仏、
1987; Kimura， 1988 ). 
The outline and its geologic features are brief1y described in Chapter 3. Rccently、
formations belonging to this terrane have been identified as nappes on the Tamba Terrane in thc 
Sasayama and Nishiyama areas (e.g.， Ishiga ef al.， 1987; An'yoji etα1.， 1987; 1bkura ela/.， 1987 ) 
These fOlInations and overlying Jurassic formations are described below. 
(1) Sasayama Area 
The Takashiroyama and Shinjo Formations， originally had been defined as じonstituentsof 
the Tamba Terrane by Sakaguchi (1959)， were regarded to bc a part of the Ultra-Tamba Terrane ( 
Ishiga et al.， 1987). Ishiga et al. (1987) divided the Takashiroyama Formation of Sakaguchi's 
definition into the redefined Takashiroyama and Ajima Formations， and inωrporated the Shinjo 
Formation of Sakaguchi's into the Ajima Formation. Tokura et al. (1987) recognized the presence of 
sheared sandstones within the Ajima Formation and cal1ed it the Kamitaki Formation. Kurimoto ( in
preparation) recently has reported the occu汀enceof late Middle Jurassic radiolarians from a mudstone 
accompanying the Takashiroyama FOlIuation， thus it may be impossible to correlate this fUl mation to 
the Ultra-Tamba Terrane so far as its depositional age. It is not clear at this time whethcr the 
Takashiroyama Formation is included in the Tamba or in the Ultra羽 mba( Table 4 ).
The 1百hka也s油hiroy戸ama丸， Ka 町ml日山i巾t切a剖紘ikU〈di a n d A判Jima Fおorr口m削t附
Tamba Terrane in ascending order in appear悶ance，whereas the relation betwcen the t白kb)rmI訂n1CrlwO iβs not 
clarif白iedye引t.These fl白Ormationsare in thrust fault contact each other and with the underlying Manajo 
Complex. 
Takashiroyama Formation 
This f01rnation is about 300 m in thickness， and is mainly consists of massive sandstones 
and minor amount of alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone. The sandstoncs arc light to 
greenish grey in color and usually sheared. Kurimoto ( inpreparation ) recently has reported the 
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。じcurrenceof late Middle Jurassic radiolarians from a mudstone that accompames the 
Takashiroyama's sandstones. 
This fOllnation may be diffcrent from the Tamba sedimentary complex for reasons of the 
absence neither o[ cherts and greじnstonesnor o[ a chaotic mixed feature. 
Kamitaki Formation 
The Kamitaki Formation is mainly composed of mcdiun to coarse grained sandstones， 
showing pale to greenish grey in color. These sandstones are usually sheared， hecoming cataclasitcs 
Most recent report ( Kurimoto， inpreparation ) success[ully obtained some radiolarian [ossils and 
revealed the age of the Kamitaki Formation was Permian. 
Ajima Formation 
The Ajima Formation is more than 500 m thick， and is composed of predominant luffaceous 
or calcareous sandstones which are light to pale grey in color， with intercalated tuf[ and mudstone. 
Kurimoto ( inpreparation ) got Jurassic (?)， maybe at least Mesozoic radiolarians [rom reddish 
mudstones of this formation. 
(2) Nishiyama Area 
Greenish sandstone had been recognized within the Takatsuki Formation of Sakaguchi 
(1957) and was defined as a constituent of the Ultra羽 mbaTerrane under thc name of the Jyododani 
Formation ( An'yoji et al.， 1987; Kusunoki & Musashino， 1990 ) or the Tojo Formation ( Nakae， 
1987MS， 1988). This formation is directly underlain by the Izuriha Complex， and is overlain by the 
Takatsuki Formation through a thrust fault having fracture zone ( Fig. 7， Table 5). The Takatsuki 
Formation had once been regarded as a part of the Tamba Terranc ( Sakaguchi， 1957 )， and occupies 
the axial part of the Sakurai Synform and is situated on the topmost in this area. 
Jyododani Formation 
Jyododani is preferred for the name rather than Tojo， becausc ()f widcr refcrence of thc 
former. Nakae (1987MS) described iおlithology.1t has the thickness of about 400 m and consists ()f 
massive sandstones with rare amount of mudstones. The sandstones， greenish to dark grey， are 
always structureless and sheared. 
Takatsuki Formation 
The Takatsuki Formation， about 1900 m thickうischaracterized by llltcrbcdded sandstones 
and mudstones， whose stratification is not intensely disruptcd. The sandstones are Iight to pale grcy 
in color and are usual1y calcareous and tuffaceous ( Nakae， 1987MS). An'yoji et al. (1987) reported 
the occu打enceo[ early Late Jurassic radiolarian fossils including Guexella sp. cf. G. nudata and 
Stylocapsa(?) sp. cf. S. spiralis from this formation. 
(3) Correlation 
The detailed depositional ages of the formations in both the Sasayama and the Nishiyama 
areas cannot be determined yet、becausea few fossils have been detected from them. However， they 
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may be correlated with other formations in terms o[ sandstonc petrology ( Kusunokl & Musashino、
1990， 1991 ). 
Kusunoki & Musashino (1990) has pointed out that the sandstones of the Takashiroyama 
Formation petrologically resemble thosc of the Triassic Nabae Group of the Maizuru Terrane， 
whereas Ishiga et al. (1987) considercd that it might be correlated with the Hikami Formation of thc 
Ultra-Tamba Terrane. Nevertheless， the Takashiroyama Formation cannot bc correlated to neither the 
Nabae Group nor thc Hikami Formation， because its depositional agc was prohably late Middle 
Jurassic ( Kurimoto， inpreparation ). 
Both the Kamitaki and the Jyododani Formations have intense similarity to the Hikami 
Formation of the Ultra-Tamba Terrane in those lithology having sheared greenish sandstone and 
characteristic mineral composition ( Kusunoki & Musashino， 1990). This corrclation IS supportcd by 
their depositional age of Permian ( Kurimoto， inpreparation ). 
On the other hand， Kusunoki & Musashino (1991) mentioned that thc Ajima and the 
Takatsuki Formations are the same each other， and their sandstones are petrologically closc to those of 
the Maizuru or the Ultra-Tamba Terrane， especially those of the Oi Formation. However， the formcrs 
cannot be eq山valentto the latter due to their different lithologies and ages. The Ajima and Takatsuki 
Formations are characterized by interbedded sandstone and mudstone deposiled dunng carly Late 
Jurassic， on the contrary the Oi Formation consists of predominant mudstones with greenstones and 
cherts and fonned in early Late Permian. Deposition o[ the Ajima and Takats山 Formations
coincided with clastic sedimentation of Complexes D to G of the Tamba Tcrrane in age ( Fig. 20 ).
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Chapter 5 
LITHOLOGIC AND STRUCTURAL FEATURES FOR 
UNDERSTANDING THE TA民fBATERRANE 
1. Lithology 
(1) Melange恥iatrix
The melange matrix widely exposed throughout the Tamba sedimentary complex conslsts of 
a pelitic matrix and clasts of various lithologies. The pclitic matrix， generally charaじterizedby a scaly 
[oliation， iscomposed of mudstones showing black 10 dark grey or oflen light grey in color. Thc 
melange matrix is divisible mainly on the basis of lithology of the c1asts embedded within the pelitic 
matrix into four types; the T， S， C and G types ( Figs. 1 and 8 ).
T type matrix 
The T type matrix is the mudstone that is blmsh black to black in color and is characterizcd 
by a slaty foliation. The Ieter 'T' is dcrived from 'tabular' fisility of thc slaty foliation. This usually 
includes no c1ast except for only nominal clasts or thin laycrs of sandstone or siliceous mudstone. 
The matrix of this type is widely and universally exposed in every complexes. As described in the 
next chapter， thrust fault contacts are usually observed between the T and S type matrices， that tcnd to 
aIternatively crop out ( Fig. 10a ). 
S type matrix 
The S type matrix is characterized by the inclusion of clasts which arc always composed of 
sandstone. The letter 'S' is derived from the inclusion of 'sandstone'. The pelitic matrix is the 
poorly sorted mudstone ranging in color from dark grey to black， and shows a scaly foliation. Thc 
sandstones [orming the c1asts displays a wide range of their shape from pinch-and-swell structure 
through boudinage to isolated lenticular clast. The S type matrix also recognized in al complexes and 
widely occurs as well as the T type matrix. 
C type matrix 
In the C type matrix、clastsof sandstone and chert are mos1 abundant and siliceous 
mudstone clasts are also included. The le1ter 'C' indicates the capital of 'chcrt'. These clasts 
completely isolated each other are lenticular in shape and are supported by the scaly foliated mudstone 
of dark grey 10 black in color as the pelitic matrix. No distributional regularity for the C typc matrix is 
recognized， that is， it randomly crops out within the T and S type matrices with the areas o[ about 1 
m2 to 300 m2. The contacts between this matrix and the others are generally unknown， whereas a 
few examples show that this matrix and the T type one are in lithologically sharp contacl cutting thc 
bedding in the latter ( Fig. 9). This type matrix is also recognizcd in every complexcs. 
G type matrix 
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The G typc matrix mcludes clasts of various iIthologies inciuding sandstone、chcrt、
greenstone and limestone. The letter 'G' is derived from the capital of 'greenstone'. The pelitic 
matrix is a black to dark grey mudstone and is characteriLed by a slaty foliation. This type matrix is 
certainly exposcd near greenstone slabs， particularly those of Complexes C and D‘thus it may be in 
close relation to grecnstones in genesis. 
(2) Sandstone 
Sandstones forming slabs are usually intercalatcd with mudstones、whereas clasts 
embedded within a pelitic matrix are only composed 01' sandstone. In the case of interbedded 
sandstones and mudstones， sandstones have a wide range in thickness from a 1'ew cm to 2 m， 
maximum about 5 m. Sandstones gencrally consist of fine to medium ciastic grains， sometimes very 
coarse grains， and show light to dark grey in color. They are always massive and structureless except 
1'or a grading. 
Petrological studies including analyses on mineral compositions of sandstones were carried 
out by Kusunoki & Musashino (1989) mainly on the Shuzan， Kumogahata， Haiya Complexes and 
the equivalents of Complexes E and F， Kimura et al. (1989) on the Yamaga， Kamanowa， Wachi 
Complexes and the type 1 suite， and Kurimoto & Makimoto (1990) on the Mima泊、 Ashibuchianu 
Kuroi Comp1cxes. The slight changes in composition was clarified， that is， li由化 uagmentsare 
decreasing and quartzes are increasing in proportion toward the structural lower complex; from 
Complexes B to F. 
(3) Mudstone 
Mudstones are different from the pelitic matrix above mentioned in lithology and texture， 
except for the T type matrix and are divided into two types ; one is black to uark grey in color and 
often includes silt and fine sand grains parallel to laminac、andthe other is bluish or light to dark grey 
in color， homogeneous and partially siliceous grading toward siliじeousmudstones. Therefore， it is 
not distinguishablc between the [ormer mudstone and the pelitic matrix of the T type matrix， because 
of similarity in these lithologies. A weak to strong slaty cleavage gcnerally parallel to the bedding is 
developed in both the mudston岱.
(4) Siliceous恥ludstone
Siliceous mudstones usually accompany cherts， constructing slabs within a melangc. The 
siliceous mudstones rarely fo!iated by a slaty cleavage are dense and homogcneous in texture， and are 
ranging in color from greenish through pale to light grey. Their constituents are well preserved 
radiolarian remains ranging from a few to about 20 % in volume ( lmoto， 1984 ) and also silt size 
clastic grains such as quartz and feldspar scattered in clay matrix. Moreover， they occasionaliy 
contain acidic tuf[ lenses or layers. The siliceous mudstones change graduaUy into cherts or into 
mudstones， being transitional in lithology between them. 
(5) Cbert 
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Cherts occur as both slahs embedded by a melange matrix and clast~ cnclo:-，cd by a pelilic 
matrix. The cherts forming slabs arc usually accompanicd by siliccous mudstones and/or 
greenstones， contrary to clasts which are only composcd 01' chcrts thcmsclves. Jn general、these
cherts are characterized by rhythmic stratification o[ siliceous laycrs and thinner pclitic ones. The 
thickness of individual siliceous layers ranges from 5 mm 10 J 5 cm， on the contrary pchtic laye r~ are 
less than 1 cm in thickness. The cherts are generally light grey to dark grcy and occasionally show a 
variety of color， especially in Complexes C and 0 whose Permian cherぉarじfrcquenllyreddish. 
The principal constituent elements of the cherts arc radiolarian remains司 spongespiculcs、
very fine grains of quartz、clayminerals and others. Detailed observation on the chcrts which are 
exposed around the Shuzan area was made by Jmoto (1983)、whoconcluded as follows. Pelmian 
cherts are divisible according to their constituents into two types; mainly radiolarian rcmains with 
various amount of sponge spicules， and mainly very fine siliceous and clay minerals with sparsely 
dispersed radiolarian remains and sponge spicules. On the other hand、Trlasslccherts are mainly 
composed of radiolarian remains with a small amount of sponge spicules and o[ten with none of 
them. 
(6) 'Toishi-type' Siliceous Mudstone 
Jmoto (1984) defined this mudstone strictly as follows; "the 'Toishトtype'shale is general1y 
dense and uniform in texture with weak fisilities. This rock ranges in color usually from light gray 
where fresh、topale yellow where weathered. It is composed mainly of microcrystalline quartz and 
clay minerals such as ilite and/or chlorite with a minor amount of feldspar. No clastic gram larger 
than silt-size is contained except for a small amount bioclasts of compound elements of conodonts". 
Siliceous mudstones of this typc are frequently intercalated by black mudstone heds or chert beds. 
(7) Greenstone 
Greenstones are closely associated with limestones and cherts in appcarance， sometimes 
totally forming a single slab. The greenstones、generallydark green to dark reddish brown in color、
mainly consist of dolerites， basaltic lavas， pillow breccias， hyaloclastites and ba~altic tu[1's. 
The dolerites are composed of predominant plagioclases and augites with the ophitic or 
subophitic texture， and olivines are also rarely included. The basaltic lavas， massive and pillowed， 
contain phenocrysts of plagioclase and augite indicating the pilotaxitic tcxturc. Vesiclcs in thc pillow 
lavas are filled with calcites showing the amygdaloidal texture. In the dolerites and lavas， 
plagioclases， augites， olivines are partially altered into chlorites， calcites、scricitcsand other minerals. 
The pillow breccias and hyaloclastites include台agmentsof basaltic lavas and often contain 
limestones. The basaltic tuffs are made up of fine grains of [ragmented basaltic rocks and a much 
finer matrix. 
2.Geologic Structure 
(1) Major Structure 
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The whole geologic body of the Tamba Tcrrane IS extremely heterogeneous in nature， thus 
the geomet町ofintemal structures and deformation patterns is hardly analyzed megascopically as well 
as meso-microscopically. Tracing the trcnd of largc lentlじularslabs and the strike of foliations in 
melange matriccs make itpossible to figure out the structural pattern， for example， somc kinds of fold 
structures. 
Macroscopic fold 
The most large structure of the Tamba Terranc is represented by nearly E-W trending 
macroscopic folds， that effect this terrane dip toward north and south. These folds arc invisible due to 
their scale being out of the limitation o[ field observation， however their existence is inferred from 
both the trend o[ slabs and the dip and strike of foliations in a mclangc matrix. These folds are 
classified from the viewpoint of their scale. 
One is traditionally calIed the upright [olds having the wavelcngth of 10 to 40 kilomctcrs， 
the invariably subvertical axial planes and the slightly westward plunging axes. Thc widths of the 
two limbs are generalIy different in appearance; the northern limbs are wider than the southerns. This 
fold is calIed the respective names such as the Hatcho Antiform， the Shimoyama Synform ( newly 
proposed here )， the Sasayama-Shuzan Synform， the Hozugawa Antiform and the Yamashita-Sakurai 
Synform from north to south ( Fig. :). The other is the folds whosc wavelength ranges from several 
hundreds of meter to a few kilometers and whose axial planes are nearly vertical and are subparallel to 
those of the upright folds. 
Complex-bounded thrust fault 
Boundaries， that cannot be confirmed sometimes duc to thc lack o[ field evidence、among
complexes are usually thrust [aults. 1n general， the faults have fracture .wnes of several meters width 
that are characterized by strongly sheared materials， and the planes are steeply inclincd in appearancc. 
To give a few instances o[ the thrust fault contact between the complexes， they are shown in 
Nakamura et al. (1936) as the Oshioyama Thrust， inTamba Belt Research Group (1979) as thc 
Haiyagawa Thrust and in Kimura et al. (1989) as the Ho吋oThrust. Even i[ the boundary is not 
obviously exposed， it can be inferred as a thrust fault contact through field survcy; an example o[ this 
case is explained in Fig. 11. 
Traces o[ the thrust faults and their planes are parallcI to the trend of complexes and the 
foliations in the melange matrix， respectively. Besides， thc traces are [olded together with thc 
constituent elements of each complex. 
(2) Minor Structures 
Minor structures include both mesoscopic ones recognized as intra-complex structures and 
microscopic ones observcd under the microscope. The later wilI be treated in the next section. 
Intra-complex thrust fault 
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Numerous th印 stfaults of this type are obscrved in every complex. The fault planes are 
paralIel or subparallel to the [oliations of the mclange matrix or bedding plancs雫 andare accompanied 
by fracture zones of several centimeters to a few meters wldth. These faults cause the 
Ii thos tra tigra phiじalrcpetitions within slabs and a melange matrix as shown in Fig. 10， Eor instance‘ 
the T and S type matrices alternatively crop out through thcse thrust faults. 
Contact between slab and melange matrix 
Although gradational Iithologic changes are intcrnally observcd， slabs ncver change into a 
melange matrix as far as confirmed. Slabs are sharply bounded from thc matrix by thrust faults 
subparaIIel to the bedding planes or the foIiations， with rarcly observcd exceptional cases of high 
angle faults between them. 
Contact between clast and pelitic matrix 
Gradational contact and secondary slip contact betwecn clasts and a pelitic matrix arじ
re∞gnized in many outcrops within the S type matrix. Primary sedimentary transitions are slightly or 
well preserved for the gradational contact， especially from sandstones to mudstones、contraryto the 
case of the slip contact in which original relation between clasts and a pelitic matrix rcmains obscure. 
In the case of the C and G type matrices， clasts of siliceous mudstone， chcrt or greenstone 
are enveloped by a pelitic matrix and the boundaries betwecn them are Iithologically very sharp、not
slip nor fault contact. 
(3) Formative Time Relationship among Structures 
Taking the similarity in geometry of the complex-bounded and thc intra-complex thrust 
faults， being parallel to foliations of a melange matrix， it may bc inferred that they were formed by the 
similar tectonic movemcnt. On thc other hand， the similarity between the upright and mesoscopic 
folds in geometry including trend of the axes and axial planes suggests that they might be formed 
simultaneously. As previously stated， the thrust faults are folded togethcr with thむfoliationsby these 
two type of fold. This fact sugg回tsthat the folding was the latter movemcnt than the thrusting. 
Accordingly， the tectonic histoηof thc Tamba Terrane may be concluded as follows; the 
thrusting might have firstly formed a large scale thrust-imbricate structure that is composed of the 
tectonic pile of Complexes A to G in descending order司 andsecondarily the complcxcs together with 
the thrust faults had been folded. 
3. Melange Fabric 
Melange rock exhibits structures and fabrics characteristic of intense deformations. These 
structures are the attractive features in a melange and are penetratively presented as melange [abrics. 
In the following sections， various kinds of microscopic deformation structures observed in the 
melange matrix o[ the Tsurugaoka Complex， will be described. 
(1) Foliation and Cleavage 
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Main foliation， a slaty and a scaly ones、withinboth pelitlc matnces and mudstones is 
defined by cleavages. They dip toward north and south at various degrees In thc case o[ the 
Tsurugaoka Complcx ( Fig. 12a). The slaty foliation obscrved in mudstoncs， sihceous mudstones 
and the T type matrix is characterized by a continuous slaty clcavagc， whilc the scaly foliation 
rccognized in the S， C and G type matriccs is prcsentcd by a spaced rough cleれrage.
Relationship among the spacing and thc paralIelism of cleavage domains and the size of 
grains included had been discussed ( S. Yoshida， 1969; Gray， 1978 )、 andohservation on the 
physicaI properties and measurement of the spacing and the grain size were caricd out under the 
microscope by Nakae (1990). 
The slaty cleavage associated with vcry fine grains ( less than 0.05 mm indiameter ) has 
well-developed continuous， parallel and close alignment (at 10-50μm intervals ) of phyllosilicates. 
The rough cleavage is de[ined by discrete and irregular alignment ( atmore than 30 ~lm intervals ) of 
phyllosilicates. And further， this cleavage envelops around clastic grains ( 0.1-0.2 mm indiameter ) 
in response to their shapes and anastomoses between the grains. Consequcntly， itis concluded that 
distinction between these cleavages is essential1y dependent upon the size and the volume o[ the 
grains ( Fig. 13; Nakae， 1990 ). 
(2) Shear Criteria 
Most of natural rocks inte口lal1yhave ductility contrast， due to their heterogeneous system. 
Microstructures， described here， including an asymmetric pressure shadow， clast-tail systcm and 
tectonic fish and shear band are caused by a shearing deformation， thus thcy are useful as the shcar 
criterion for determining the shear sense ( e. g.， Simpson & Schmid、1983). Their sketches are 
shown in Fig. 14. 
Asymmetric pressure shadow 
Pressure shadows are the domains of newly-recrystaIlized minerals adjacent to a rigid 
object， where a matrix has been protected from the stresses of deformations ( Ramsey & Huber， 1983 
). The shadows recognized in the pelitic matrix are visible only under the microscope， and their rigid 
objects are commonly radiolarian remains and fine clastic grains such as quartz or feldspar. 
Clast-tail system 
The geometry of a clast and its tails calIed rolling structure ( Van Dcn Dricssche & Brun， 
1987) or c/ast-tail system ( Takagi， 1989) can serve as a valuable indicator of the sense of vorticity ( 
Passchier & Simpson， 1986). A typicaI clast-tail system is composed of a rigid clast with two tails 
asymmetrically disposed around it， and is produced by the rotation of the rigid clast in a ductilc matrix 
during a shearing deformation. The rigid clast shows flattened mantle resulted from dynamical 
recrystallization and grain伊sizereduction at its periphery， and tails that are of the same material as that 
of the clast， are derived from the clast ( Van Den Driessche & Brun， 1987; Passchier & Simpson， 
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1986). Clast-tail systems can be seen both in the scale of outcrops and under the mlcroscope， and 
are made up normaIly of lenticular clasts of mudstone， siliceous mudstone and chert. 
Tectonic fish 
Fishes are usually rhomhic and asymmctric in shape and form commonly lI1 rock日where
prc-existing layers are boudinaged. Especially large mica grains are well known as mica fish (Lister 
& Snoke， 1984). In the T type matrix， such fishes are sometimcs observed and are assoclated with 
shear bands cutting the boudinaged layers. 
Shear band 
Shear bands are the shear planes appearing in a rock as thin layers and display cn echelon 
arrangement ( Fig. 14a). Shear bands also crosscut main foliations of a pelitic matrix at a low angle 
and have constant orientation relative to the foIiation， sothat interangle betwecn the two foliations 
suggests a sense of shear in the rock ( Simpson & Schmid， 1983 ). 
(3) Intersection Iineation 
Main foliations of a pelitiじmatrixand shear bands makes lineations on the foliation surfaces 
as the intersection between them ( Fig. 15). lt is trending nearly E-W and gcntly plunging ( Fig. 12b 
). Fig. 16 indicates the interangles between the foliations and the lineations. The interangles increase 
from the section parallel to the lineation toward the section normal to the Iineation. This evidence 
intensely supports the gcnetic relation among these structur岱.
(4) Deduction of shear sense 
ln general， above-described deformation microstructures provide valuable criterion for 
determining shear sense. An attcmpt to reconstruct original shear dircction and sense was per[ormed 
in the Tsurugaoka Complex by Nakae (1990). 
First， unfolding of the fold structures that affect main foliations dip to north and south is 
necessary， however， thc detail style of the folds is not indisputably ascertained. Thus， a rough 
reconstruction of un[olding may estimate the shear direction. The main foliations are rotated on their 
strikes until they wiU be horizontal at each locality. This rotation shifts dircctions of the intersection 
lineations to around E-W on the horizontal surface (Fig. 12c). Thc shear direction can be defIned as 
the perpendicular to the intersection lineation along thc horizontal surface， conscquently the shear 
direction results in lying nearly N-S ( Figs. 12c and 15 ). 
While， sense 01' simple shear can bc deduced from the gcomctry of the asymmetric 
microstructures in the perpendicular section ( Fig. 15). Fig. 17 shows the counting o[ the shear 
sense estimated in the perpendicular sections. The result reveals that top to the south ( southward 
dirccted ) sense was penetratively occurred from the predominance of dextral shear， when viewcd 
from west to east (Nakae， 1990). This shearing seem to be evidenced by a southward overthrusting 
or northward underthrusting before the folding 01' thc complexes and to be strongly relatcd 10 
subduction-accretion process， although it is not clear just what led to such thrusting. 
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Chapter 6 
FORMもTIVEPROCESS OF THE TAMBA TERRANE 
1. Origin of Accreted Materials 
Rocks composing the Tamba scdimcntary complex have a vanety 01' lithology and their 
origin is discussed in this section. 
(1) Melange Matrix 
The T type matrix probably accumulated through normal 'bed by bed' sedimentation， 
because it lithologically rescmbles the mudstone that is black to dark grcy in color and often ITIcluues 
silt and fine sand grains parallel to laminae. 
The S type matrix contains sandstone clasts that display a widc range of their shape from 
pinch-and-swell structure through boudinage to completely isolated lenticular clast. Nakae (1990) 
analyzed these deformation structures and clarified a multi-stage deformational history: sandstones 
intercalated with mudstones had firstly been tlattened and [ormed as the pinch-and-swcJJs， then cut by 
shear bands， and consequently the sandstones had been isolated as clasts. Thc Jattcr stage of 
deformation might be related to subduction-accretion process (Nakae， 1989， 1990). Accordingly. 
the S type matrix is considered to have primarily accumulatcd as interbedded sandstones anu 
mudstones through the n0I11al sedimentation. 
The C type matrix is impossible to be explained as having formed through the normal 
sedimentation， on the basis 01' the evidences that the clasts of various lithologies formed under 
different environments coexist in the pelitic matrix， and that these areじomplctelyisolated and 
supported by the pelitic matrix. These aspects have some analogues to those 01' chaotic deposits 
caused by debris flows ( e.g.， Underwood & Bachman， 1982). Moreover， contacts between thc T 
and C type matrices are lithologically sha中 inappearance ( Fig. 9 )， as previously described in 
Chapter 5. On the basis of these characteristics， the source o[ thc C type matrix is interpreted to be 
debris flow dcposits probably derived from lower trench slopes. 
(2) Sandstone， Mudstone and Siliceous Mudstone 
Mainly pelagic sediment underlies abyssal plain， especially the arca far away off continental 
margins， whereas some exceptional cases are recognized; the abyssal plain seaward of the Sunda 
Trench ( G.F Moore et al.， 1982) and the Aleutian Abyssal Plain in Gul[ of Alaska ( Sholl， 1974 )，
where teηigenous sediments are transported. 
On the contrary， continental margins characteristically show tc汀1genoussedimentation. 
Submarine canyons have been responsible for funnelling terrigenous sediments [rom continental 
shelves directly to trench floors， although background sedimentation on trenches and lower trench 
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slopes is dominated by hemipelagic sctting. Modern trench sediments are dommantly turbidites with 
minor pelagic components. 
Chaotic deposits may represent terrigenous anu hemipelagic materials slumped off the base 
of trench slope， probably forming the C typc matrix as mentioned before. 
Sandstones and much of mudstones probably accompanying the T ano S type matrices had 
bcen deposited in a forearc region， mainly in a trench floor. Siliceous mudstones are intermediate 
between cherts and mudstoncs， because upward lithologic changes (Tom cherts to siliceous muostones 
and from siliceous mudstones to mudstones are recognizcd in many outcrops. Thus， siliceous 
mudstones originally accumulated on chert in hemipelagic environment. 
(3) Chert 
Principal constituents of cherts are radiolarian remains， sponge spicules、vcryfine grains of 
quartz and clay minerals， and terrigenous materials are not included. An apparent average 
sedimentation rate for Permian cherts is estimated at 0.64 m/m. y. on the hasis of raoiolarian 
biostratigraphic data ( Ishiga， 1986b ) and chronologic one ( Harland et a人 19R9)， and that for 
Triassic cherts concentrates between 1.0 and 4.0 m/m. y. ( Matsuoa & Isozaki， 1991 )， respectively. 
These lithological and sedimentological characteristicsじanprovidc origin of cherts. Permian and 
Triassic cherts， probably including Jurassic ones， werc originally fOImed by slow and constant 
accumulation of the biogenetic siliceous materials under pelagic and opcn occanic environmcnt， where 
had been free from abundant terrigenous influx for a long time. 
On the other hand、someworks dealing with basemcnt rock of cherts were carried out. Late 
Carboniferous and Early Permian cherts underlain by greenstones are recognized in some places， am1 
most Permian cherts are generally very close to such grecnstones in appcarance. Further， Imoto 
(1983) proposed that the depositional site of cherts was above or near a submarine vo!camc ridgc or a 
seamount in Permian age. While， it is not completely clarified on what Triassic cherts immediately 
accumulated， because their bases are usually faulted. However， a few possibIlities for the 
depositional site of Triassic cherts were proposed. The possible depositional site may be on relatively 
deeper oceanic floor ( Imoto， 1983; Matsuda & Isozaki、1991)， or on the area similar to the top of a 
seamount or rise ( Hayasaka， 1987 )， in a pelagic region. Nevertheless、Triassiccherls probably 
accumulated on deeper oceanic floor; not directly but through Permian chert. This point will be 
discussed in detailed in the next chapter. 
(4) Greenstone 
Chemical analyses on greenstones can provide a key to understanding of thcir origin， and in 
the case of the Tamba Terrane a first but preliminary study was done by Iwao et al. (1951)， who 
described only chemical compositions of a few greenstones. After that， Hashimoto 訂 正il.(1970) 
analyzed chemical compositions of bulk rock on m勾orelements and showed the greenstones were 
chiefly alkalic， whereas a few were tholeiitic. Analysis on relic clinopyroxenes in grccnstones ( 
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Hashlmoto， 1972 ) suggωted that greenstones were dcnvatives of various types of magma ranging 
from tholeiite through normal alkalic to pcralkahc basalts. Thc discrepancy betweじnrcsults of thc 
analyses on bulk rocks and relic clinopyroxenes havc bcen ascribed lO the chemical changes resulted 
from metamorphism of the pumpellyite and epidote actinolile facies ( Hashimoto， 1972). Attempt at 
deduction of the origin on the basis of detailed analyses of both bulk rock and rclic clinopyroxcne 
chemistry and Sm-Nd iS010pic sludics was examined by Sano & Ta.laki (J989). According 10 thlS， 
various types of rock ranging from tholeiite 10 alkalic basalt are includcd in the studICd grecnstones， 
that had b∞n derived from oceanic islands and oceanic crusl~. 
However、theseprevious studies paid no attention to the distribution of greenstones. lt is 
necessary and important for revealing the origin to discuss the chemical features after ~ortmg out 
greenstones into each tectonostratigraphic unit. Most recent study has been carned out in view o[ 
such sense by Nakae (1991b). Origin of greenstones in thc Wakasa area is mentioned here mainly 
accordingωNakae (1991b)， with additional datum referred to Hashimoto et 1. (1り70)and Sano & 
Tazaki (1989). The results are plotted in the Ti02/1O抽0-P20s(Mullen， 1983)， the Ti/100-Zr-3Y 
(Pearce & Cann， 1973) and the Zr-Zr/Y (Pearce & I、~orry ， 1979 ) diagrams， and give thc parentage 
of the greenstones as follows ( Fig. 18 ). 
A plot o[ lhe Nalasyo's greenstones fals in the fields o( mid oceanic ridge basalt ( MORB ) 
and oceanic island tholeiite (OIT) of the Ti02/1O-MnO-P2αdiagram ( Fig. 18a )， and in the fields 
of ocean floor basalt ( OFB ) and within plate basalt ( WPB ) of both the Ti/100-Zr-3Y and the Zr-
Zr/Y diagrams (Figs. 18b， d )， respectively. Majority o[ the Yajiro's greenstones occupies thc similar 
fields as the Natasyo and a few ones fal in the field of oceanic island alkalic basalt ( OIA ) of the 
Ti02/1O-Mn 0-P2白 diagram( Fig. 18a). Further， many plots of the Yajiro's also白1Iin the ficlds ot・
OFB and WPB o[ both the Ti/100-Zr-3Y and the Zr-Zr/Y diagrams (Figs. 18b、d). 
The greenstones plotted in the field of MORB coincide with those in the field of OFB、and
the greenstones plotted in the field of OIT and OIA are the same samplcs as thosc in tht.! fidd ()[ WPB. 
There[ore， greenstones of the Natasyo and Yajiro Complexes wereじonsideredto be denvじdtrom 
oceanic floor and oceanic islands (Nakae， 1991b ). 
All greenstones of the Hisasaka Complex are plotted only in the [ields of OIA and WPB， 
and no one in the field of MORB and OFB is observed ( Figs. 18a， b and d). From these results， the 
origin of the Hisasaka's greenstones had been derived from occanic islands ( Nakae， 1991b ). 
While in thc case of the Haiya and Kumogahata Complexes， Sano & Tazaki (1989) clarified 
that the Haiya's greenstones are o[ OIA and those o[ the Kumogahata are of OIT 
1t is concluded from these geochemical studies as [ollows. Greenstones having tholeiites 
and alkalic basalts of the Yajiro， Natasyo， Kumogahata and Haiya Complexes are derived [rom 
oceanic crust and/or oceanic islands. On the contrary， the Hisasaka's greenstones are alkalic basalts 
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derived from oceanic islands、notincluding oceanic crust， probably indicating a dif[erent tectonic 
regime of this complex from the others. 
On the othcr hand， other geological evidence can impose some restrictions upon possibilities 
for the origin， namely greenstones accompanying reefal limestones ( Musashmo el al.， 1980 ) are 
generally considercd to construct some kinus o[ topographic high on oceanic t100r such as oceanic 
island and guyot. ln the Tamba Terrane， greenstones folowing the limestones are includeu inthe 
Natasyo and Haiya Complexes ( Kimura et al.) 1989; Imoto et al.， 1989; Nakae， 1992 )， thus 
MORBs are not appropriate for the origin of these ∞mplex's greenstones in the result. 
2. Reconstruction of Original Stratigraphy 
At modern trenches， sediment successions show that pclagic clay immediately above an 
oceanic crust grades upward through hemipelagic mud and toward trenじh日Iturbidite ( e.g.、Piper針
。1.，1973; von Hucne， 1974; J.c. Moore & Karig， 1976; J.c. Moore el a人 1982;Lash， 1985 ). 
These successions have formed through continuous accumulation on the oceanicじrust.
On the other hand， the Tamba sedimentary complex， aithough chaoticaly mixed， ought to 
have primarily been formed through the continuous accumulation of sediments anu to have 
represented as some sort of successive sequence. Because of this point of view， original 
stratigraphi回 ofComplexcs A to G can be reconstructed on thc basis of the interelation between each 
lithologic type and its depositional age. 
The method of reconstruction is explained as foIlows. Firstiy， tield observation clarifies 
gradationallithologic changes of each rock type， such as from chert to sliceous mudstone、from
siliceous mudstone to mudstone and from mudstone to sandstone. This evidence predicts that thcse 
rocks primarily accumulated continuously on greenstone from chcrt through siliじeousmudstone to
mudstone and sandstone. Secondarily， fosil evidence， mainly radiolarian biostratigraphy、obtained
[rom the rocks determines their depositional ages， and can confirm the above sediment succession， 
because chert is older than siliceous mudstone and that siliじeousmudstone isolder than mudstone. 
Accordingly， the restored original stratigraphies can be reprcsented as a sequence of basal 
greenstone and limestone succeeded by sedimentary rocks of pelagic chert、hemipetagicsilceous 
mudstone， and terrigenous mudstone and sandstone ( Fig. 20). They are muじhthe similar as the 
modern sediment successions beneath trench flors. 
3. Change of Depositional Environments 
FOIInational or depositional environment of each rock type was fuly discussed in the 
previous section; greenstones were generated as constituents of seamounts/oceanic islands， cherts 
accumulated on the area from the foot of a seamount and/or oceanic island to occanic tloor under 
pelagic setting and clasitc rocks accumulated on a trench f100r and adjacent areas. 
To sum up the abovc conclusion， verticallithologic changes in the original stratigraphies as 
well as modern sediment sequences beneath trench floors is very critical for understanuing the travel 
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history of oceanic crust and ovcrlying sediments， just prior to their incorporation with an accretionary 
wedge. They rccord the migration of sedimentary sites on the foot o[ a seamount/oceanic island 
through an oceanic tloor to a trcnch ( e.g.、Piperet al.， ] 973; Matsuoka， 1984: Lash， 1985; Otsuka， 
1985; Isozaki el al.， 1990; Matsuda & Isozaki， 1991). Ncvertheless， this change o( environments 
cannot perfectly apply to the original stratigraphics of Complexes F and G， due to thelr lack of 
greenstone， limestone and a part of chert， and being discussed later. 
4. Accretionary Time 
As has been pointed out， the change of depositional environmentsじanbe found out through 
the lithologic changes within the whole stratigraph y. On the other hand、horizonsof the lithologic 
changes assign significant times. The change from pelagic to terrigenous scdiments fixes a time for 
the arrival of an oceanic crust including seamounts/oceanic islands at a trench ( Isozaki el (1.， 1990 )，
because terrigenous sedimentation occurs on trenches and their landward area. The duration of 
pelagic and hemipelagic sedimentation on an oceanic crust reprcsents the age of the oceanic crust at a 
trench (Isozaki etal.， 1990). In other word， the balance hetwecn the generation and arrival times of 
the crust indicates this age. 
Additionally， the youngest age of terrigenous sedimcnts probably indicates termination of 
their sedimentation. The sediments on an oceanic crust havc instantly accreted toward a continental 
margin by stacking of imbricate fans at the toe ( offscraping ) and by development of duplexes at the 
depth (unde叩lating) as shown in Fig. 19， just after the arrival of the oceanic crust at a trench ( Secly 
et al.， 1974; Scholl et al.， 1980; Moore et al.， 1982a， 1982b; Silver et a7.， 1985; Samplc & Fisher， 
1986). On the basis of these processcs， Nakae (1992) proposed that the accretionary time of 
sediments on the oceanic crust can be set upon the top of the original stratigraphy， representing the 
terminal time of terrigenous sedimentation. Fig. 21 explains thc rclationship between the lithologic 
changes and the times， and in parlicular accretionary time is worth noticing tor considering the 
fonnative process of the Tamba Terrane. 
5. Younging Polarity of the Accretions: Presentation of a Continuous 
Accretionary Model 
Original stratigraphies of the Tamba scdimentary complex and their chronologic relationship 
have been clarified on the basis of fossil cvidences and υther mcthods of dating. Ishiga (1983) and 
lmoto (1984) had firstly distinguished the type 1 and 1 suites in the Tamba Terrane and also found out 
the difference between their depositional ages. Succeeding works divided this tcrrane into sevcral 
units and revealed the chronologic relationship in detail ( Imoto et al.， 1989; Nakae， 1990， 1992 ). 
Amongthe ∞mplex郎、theyoungest ages of terrigenous scdiments indicate the tendency to 
be younger toward the lower complex、thereforethis polarity suggests that thc terminal time o[ 
terrigenous sedimentation also become younger in the same manncr on thc basis of the above 
discussion. Consequently， it is concluded here that the terminal times display a continuous spectrum 
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and bccome youngcr from Complex A toward Complex G; lt was Latest Tria回iclor A-laic Early 
J urassic for B、middleMiddle Jurassic for C， middJe to latc MiddJc Jurassic for 0， lale Middle 
Jurassic for E， early Late Jurassic for F and Latest Jurasslc for G ( Fig. 20). The arrival timcs of 
oceanic crusts in the respcctive complexes inferred from thc Iithologic change [rom chcrts 10 cJastic 
rocks also become younger from Complex B to Complex G and strongly support thc younging 
polarity of the tellninal times. 
The younging polarity of the terminal time leads to the ~ignitïcant idea of a tcclonic process 
that the complexes had been continuously formed through multi-stagcs accrction with minimal time 
gap between each process， because the accretionary timc should be set .i u~t after the terminalion of 
terrigenous sedimentation. In other words， the aじcretionhad continuously occurred for a long time ( 
about 70 m.y. )， from Late Triassic 10 Latesl Jurassic in age; Complex A was first、nextComplexes B 
to F， and finally Complex G were accreted. 
6. Formative Process of the Tamba Terrane 
The original stratigraphies represent the landward migralion of oceanic crusts and probably 
the accretion， therefore the Tamba Terrane is interpreted 10 havc been formed as an accretionary 
complex. The above tectonosedimentary evidences clarificd through the studies lead to the Late 
Triassic to L冶testJurassic formative process of the Tamba Teηane as follows. 
The detailed original stratigraphy of Complex A cannot be restored， because the age of thcir 
cherts and greenstones is unknown. But， the depositional age of terrigenous c1astic rocks， mudstones 
and siliceous mudstones， sct a time for the accretion. Thereforc， Complcx A was firstly [ormed by 
the accretion in Late Triassic time ( Fig. 22a). Secondarily、thcaccrelion of mainly Pcrmian 10 Early 
Jurassic cherts and Early Jurassic clastic rocks created Complex B in Early Jurassic timc ( Fig. 22b ). 
Tn Middle Jurassic time、Permianto Early Jurassic cherts and Early to Middle Jurassic clastic roじks
were accreted by the subduction-aじcretionof Late Carboniferous 10 Early Permian seamounl chains， 
fOllning Complexes C and D ( Fig. 22c). Finally， Triassic 10 Middle Jurassic cherts and Middlc 10 
Late Jurassic clastic rocks were accreted during Middle to Latc Jurassic timc， and [orming Complexes 
E， F and G in this order ( Fig. 22d). During the formation o[ the complcxcs、thesuhuuction-
accretion of seamounts obviously occurred is recognized only in Complexes C and 0， sinじethe other 
complexes have no or rare greenstones. 
The pile of thrust-bounded Complexes A to G in descending order shows a thrust-imhricate 
structure as described in Chapter 5‘and further the complex accreted in youngcr tlmc occupies the 
lectonically lower level. Taking both the systematic younging of accretionary timc and the thrust-
imbricate structure into consideration， two inferences would surface to be importan1. Onc is that the 
Tamba sedimentary complex had grown by its tectonically downward ( southward ) building. ln other 
words， lhe accretion had been occurred by downward huilding of Complexcs A to G in this order and 
resulted in the construction o[ the thrust-imbricate structure. This characteristic feature is concordant 
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with the tectonic modcl 01' Seely et al. (1974) and Silvcr <'t (/1. (1985). Thc othcr IS that the subductlon 
had been a nearly northward underthrusting in the present direction. The result proposed m Chapter 5 
suggests top to thc south sense of simple shear. This shearing is not inconslstent with the predicted 
dlrection of the subduction， because a northward undcrthrusting or southward overthrustlOg may 
cause such thc sense of simple shear. 
Cohcrent clastic sequcnccs without pclagic and oceanic rocks、theUogabuchl and Furuya 
Formations， also exist in the Tamba Terrane and are not so intensely deformed that日tratalcontinuity 
has been preserved. Especially， the Furuya Formations crops out between complexes in fault contact 
and is intercalatcd into a continuum of compiex's arrangement ( Figs. 3う4).Further， its depositional 
agc apparently disturbs the younging polarity of thc compicxes ( Fig. 20). From these geologic 
features， their depositional environmcnts are thought to have been protcじtcdfrom mtensc and 
complicated deformations. Accordingly， they probably accumulated m slope basins on the 
accretionary sedimentary complexes of the Tamba Terranc ( Fig. 22a， d).
1n the Sasayama and Nishiyama areas， the Kamitaki and Jyododani Formations of the Ultra-
Tamba Terrane together with the overlying Ajima and Takatsuki Formations upthrust ovcr the Tamba 
Terrane ( 1shiga et al.， 1987; An'yoji et al.， 1987; Tokura et al.， 1987). This upthrusting must be al 
least after middle Late Jurassic time， since the depositional age o[ thc Furuya Formation can set a time 
limit for the upthrusting ( Fig. 20 ).
The Ajima and Takatsuki Formations， although previously regarded to be o[ the Tamba 
Terrane， directly accumulated upon the Ultra-Tamba Terranc. These formations are regarded 10 be the 
forearc basin deposits relative to the Tamba sedimentary complex ( Fig. 22d )， for reasons o[ thcir 
depositional ages of Lale Jurassic ( An'yoji et al.， 1987; Kurimoto， inpreparation ) and shallower 
depositional depth ( Kusunoki & Musashino， 1991 ). 
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Chapter 7 
EFFECTIVE FACTORS CONTROLLING THE SUBDUCTION-
ACCRETION TECTONICS OF THE TA九1BATERRANE 
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To obtain a be1ter modeI o[ thc subuuction-accretion tcctonics of thc Tamba Terrane、It
should beじonsidered[rom a widcr viewpoinl. Thc continUJty 01 accretion、theongl1 of grcenstone~ 
and the age of subducteu oceanic crusts arc thc consiucrable factors to be uiscusseu and to bc 
comparcd with thc prcviωous討Iyproposed oncs con削t1
1. Extension of the Jurassic Subduction Zone alung the Eastern Mιa官rgin of • 
Asian Continent 
Making the extcnsion of the Tamba Terranc and its cquivalents clcar is abo necessary to 
consider charaじteristicso[ the subduction-accretion. It is proposcd whethcr thc formativc proce凶
including the continuous accretion can apply to the wholcちedimentarycomplcxes cxpo~eù in somじ
other areas or not. Thus、correlationof sedimentary complcxcs m thc respective area~ 10 Complcxes 
A to G 01' thc Tambaτerrane must be done to rcsolvc the above question. The corrclation lS 
explained in Appcndix 1.
(1) Sedimentary Complexes of the Mino Ter・rane
The Mino and Ashio Terranes in thc Inner Zone of Southwest Japan have traditionally bccn 
regarded as the eastcrn cquivalents 01' thc Tamba Terrane (e.g.， Mizutani、19り0). In lhe fOllowing， 
the age of the Mino Terrane ( Fig. 23 )， already studicd in detail、1日rcvltJwed-TheHCdimenlary
complexes are divided into six units in the Mino arca ( Wakita， 1988 ) and mto seven complexes in 
the Kiso area ( Otsuka， 1988). The youngcst ages of their clastic rocks werc reportcd as follows ( 
Wakita， 1988; Otsuka， 1988). In thc Mino area、itwas miuulc Miudlc Jurassic for the Sakamoto-
toge Unit which is situatcd at the top、lateMiddle Jura~sic for thc Samondakc and the Funafuseyama 
Units， which can be regarded tu bc onc unit， carly Late Jurassic for lhc Nabi Umt、 Earlie~t
Crctaceous for the Kanayama Unit and early Late Jurassic for thc Kamiaso Unit whlじhIS ~Ítuated at 
bottom. In the Kiso area， it was middle Middlc Jurassic for thc Hirayu Complex which is the 
topmost， late Middle Jurassic for the Yukawa and the Shirahone Complcxes， early Late Jurassic for 
the Sawando and the Shimashima Complexes， and late Late Jurassic for the Misugawa and. the 
Kyogatake Complexes. 
These ages display thc chronolugic polarity younging downward in buth areas， so it is 
suggested that the Mino Terrane was also formed by aじontinuousaccrctiun as thc Tamba Tcrrane. 
However， the age of the Kanayama Unit is youngest in the Mino Terranc and uhYiously uisturbs the 
polarity. Wakita (198~) proposed a mud. diapirism for its melange generatJon‘thus the age of the 
Kanayama is regard.ed to be not primary as the accrction but sccondary as thc intrusion. 
(2) Similar Sedimentary Complexes in the Neighboring Areas 
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Rccently， ithas bccn pointed out that Late Carboniferous to Jurassic ( partwlly to Early 
Cretaceous ) sedimentary complexes recognized in the neighboring areas ( Fig. 24 )， have their 
characteristic features correlative to those of the Tamba sedimentary complex. To be more precise， 
the distribution of such sedimentary complexes is descrihed helow. 
To the east of the Tamba-Mino-Ashio Terrane， although its eastern margin 1S bounded by 
the Tanakura Tcctonic Linc， similar sedimcntary complexes of the North Kitakaml Terranc ( 
Minoura， 1983， 1985 ) inNortheast Japan and the Oshima Terrane ( Kiminami e/ al. 1986 ) inthe 
southwestern part of Hokkaido arc cxposed. But， these terranes arc regarded as the eastern 
extensions of the Chichibu Terranc of thc Outcr Zone of Southwest Japan ( T. Yoshida， 1979; 
Matsuoka & Oji， 1990). Morcover， the Nadanhada Tcrrane in HeI10n田iangProvince， Northcast 
China ( Mizutani et al.、1986;Zhang et al.， 1989 )， and the Western Sikhote-Alin Tcrrane in Primone 
and Khavarovsk States， Russia (刷ima，1989; Kojima et川、 1991) are composed of いte
Carboniferous to Jurassic scdimcntary complexes. Thus‘Kojima (1989) correlated these terranes to 
the Tamba-Mino-Ashio Terrane. 
To the west， similar sedimentary complcxcs arc exposed within the lnner Zone of 
Southwest Japan ( Kasai Group: Goto， 1986MS、HattoFormation: Hayasaka、1987，Kuga Group: 
Takada & Isozaki， 1986; Takada， 1987， Kanoashi Complex: Tanaka， 1980; Hayasaka et al.， 1983; 
Fukudomi， 1990 )， and arc observed farther west in Ishigakl Island of the Ryukyu Jslands ( FusalG 
Formation: Isozaki & Nishimura， 1989 )， in the Western Phihppines ( Palawan Complcx: Isozaki et 
al.， 1988; Amiscaray & Tumanda， 1990; Faure & Ishida， 1990) and probably in the western part of 
Borneo Island， Indoncsia ( Hamilton， 1979; Isozaki & Nishimura， 1(89). However， Faure & 
Ishida (1990) corrclatcd the Palawan Complex in the Western Philippines to thc Sanbosan Terrane ( 
Southern Chichibu Terrane ) inthc Outer Zone of Southwcst Japan、basedon the similarity in the 
composition as inc1uding the Late Jurassic Torinosu type hmcstones. 
The following dif[erent views on the origms of thc Tamba-Mino-Ashio Terrane in the Inner 
Zone and the Chichibu Terrane in the Outer Zone have been proposed: (i) the Tamba-Mino-Ashio and 
the Chichibu Terranes were formed along the respcじtivesubduction zones which run in parallcl ( 
e.g.， Ichikawa， J 982; Ichikawa et al.、1985)， (i) thり wcrcprimarily formed along the same 
subduction zonc， and a[ter that thcy wcrc juxtaposcd by a strike-slip fault (τ3ira et al.‘1981; 
Tashiro， 1985; Matsuoka， 1989 )， and (ii) thcy werc formed as onc aじcrctionarycomp1ex and 
became to be the prcsent juxtaposed con白gurationin appearance as a result of a later large scalc 
folding ( Isozaki & ltaya， 1991). Thc first model stresscs that the Inner and Outer Zoncs are 
originally different cach olher司amlthc 1attcr two are based. on the idea that hotb Lones are essentialy 
the same. 
Thcse models suggest thc limitation of the distribution areasぅ thoughany preference to 
either one o[ them cannot he givcn at the prc罰則stagc01' thc knowledge about the Japanese geology. 
The first model suggcsts that the western limit is the Fusaki Formation in Ishigaki Island; on the 
contrary， hoth thc lat1er two models involvc no limitation in distribution and indicate that the Palawan 
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Complex may correspond to the τamha Tcnane a~ the Tamba-Mino-AshJO Tcrr3nc co汀espondsto 
the Chichibu Terranc. 
In cither casc， itis safcJy statcd that Carhoniferous tn J urassic同dimじntarycompJexes 
which are obviousJy equivalcnt to those o[ the Tamba Terrane widely crop out II areas cxtcnding 
more than 3000 km Jong 1'rom Primorie and Khavarov<;k through South¥¥ est Japan to lshigaki 
Islandフalthoughthe prcscnt-day distribution is di討pcrsedhcing separated hy the margmaJ seas such 
as the Japan Sea and Okinawa Trough. In a word、thcsubductlOn Lonじ otsuch the scalc is 
interpreted to have existed along thc eastcrn margin 01' the Asian continent mostly uunng Jurassic 
lime (e.g、Mizutanietal.，1986; K吋ima，1989; Isozaki & Nishimu問、 1989) 
2. The Effective Factors Causing the Accretion of the Tamba Terrane 
Summarizing here thc generaJ knowledge about suhduction-accretion tcctonics ( see 
Appendix IJ for reference)， itis emphasized that several factorsじanaffect and controJ the modc of 
tectonic features in subduction zones; (i) thc age and (ii) the topography of suhuucting crusts 
themselves， (ii) the amount ofsediments fcd into subduじtionLones， (IV) the relative cOl1vergcnt rate 
and (v) the dircction 01' s山duction(e.g.， J.c. Moore， 1975; Uycda & Kanamori、197R;von Hucnc， 
1984， 1986; Hildム1983).The former three are the factors to be discussed about lhe [ormation of 
the Tamba Terrane， becausc it is di旺icultto estimate both thc rclativc rate and thc directIOn 
(1) The Age of the Subducted Oceanic Crusts 
General speaking、inthe Mariana type subduction zones where olu anu unstabilizcd oceanic 
crusts are subducting， no or less accretionary complcx and hack-arc spreading <lre rccognizcd: whilc 
in the Chile type ones wherc young and buoyantじrustsare descenumg， accretionary compJexes 
characteristically devclop ( Karig & Sharman、L975;Molnar & Atwater， 1り78iUyc山、 1りK3). 
The age o[ subducted oceanic crust at a trじnchcan he estimated from the halance hetwecn 
generation and arrival times 01' the crust as mcntioned in Chaptcr G， and the tormer IS conlemporary 
with or sightly older than the oluest pclagic cherts. In the case 01' Cumplex臥 Canu D， forじxampJc、
the generation and arrival times were Latc Carboni1'erous and Middle Jurassic respecllvely， thus the 
subducted oceanic crusts becomc to be about 100 to 150 m.y. olu. According to Molnar & Atwater 
(1978)、ifsuch an old crust would subduct， then no accretionary complex and hack-arc spreading 
might develop. In the present case， however、voluminoussediments had certainly heen accretcd. In 
the meantime， the age of the subducted oceanic crust uuring thc [ormation 01' thc Tamha Terrane is 
inconsistent with the above general understanding 01' thc rclationship betwecn the age o( occanic crust 
and the type 01' subduction. 
This inじonsistencyhas already becn pointed out by Malsuda & Hayasaka (1987). They 
explained that the large pOSItivc buoyancy uf a giant plateau or risc mjght have cancellcd thc negative 
buoyancy 01' the old and cold oceanicじrust，resulting in the creation 01' the Tamba Terranc. 
However， asclarified in this study and the 1'arther detailcd considerauon wll1 be done in the [ollowing 
section， seamount chain subductions obviously negate the supposition o[ a plateau or rise 
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On thc other hand、compoぉitionalulffcrences among the onginal stratig:raphies of thc 
Tamba sedimentary complex bccome to appcar throug:h thc compaIi討onhctween ('omplcxcs A to D 
and Complexes E to G ( Fig. 20). Complexes A 10 D contain Palcoloic roじksof oceanic realm 
contrary to Complexes E to G in which such rocks arc not mcluded. In the C(lSC of Complcxcs E 10 
G， itis questionablc whethcr 'Toishi-typピsl!iceousmudstones of Early Triasi:>1じ 1mmedialtJly
accumulatcd on the oceanicじrustor the Palcoよoicrocb primarily unuerlain them ぉ wellai:> 
Complexes A to D. If the tormcr possihility is likely ( FIg. 25a )， thc agc oL thc subducted oceamc 
crust is considcred to be Late Pcrmian or Early TriasSlc tJme. Consequently thc age gap hctwcen the 
subducted crusts of Complexes A to D and those o[ Complexes E to G would be斗oto 60 rn.y.、
since the subducted oceanic crus1s o[ Complcxes A 10 D point to Late Carboniferous tJme. Any klTId 
o[ tectonic events which lcd 10 this chronologic changc 01' thじsubductcdcrusts lS difficuJt to he 
hypothesized， becausc this change sbould havc broken thcじontm uous accretion. In the ca1:>e of the 
later possibility that the subducted crus1 was Latc Carboniferous or Early Pcrmian ( Fig. 2汚h)、 the
Paleozoic rocks would be detached from the base of 'Toishi-type' s11iccous mudstones and thus 
should havcじompletelysubductcd downward together with the occanic crust. 
The 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudstones occur 10 the stra1igraphic hori.lon near lhc Pcrmo-
Triassic boundary ( e.g.、Yarnakita，1987司 Yarnashitaetι] 991; Kuwahara et al.、1991)， and scaly 
cleavages are always dcveloped at their bases. Thesc [catures areじoncordantwith thosc in the DSDP 
cores from decollernent zones m the Barbados Ridge Complex and othcrs ( J.c. Moore et al.、19見6、
1988; Behllnan et a1.， 1988). A considcration of thc formation o[ dccollemcnt Lones proposed by 
Yamakita (1991) can help this proccss. 
(2) Seamount Chains as Topographic Highs on the Subducted Oceank Crusts 
lt is questIonable for a varicty o[ subduction-accretion tcctoniじswhcthcr topographiじhighs
on an oceanic crust may completely subduct bcneath， aじcreteinto orωlhde with a rnarginυf arc!:> or 
continents. The size， thickness and dcnsity in terms of buoyancy of the hlgh日 relatedto the 
su汀oundingoccanic crust， are the factors contributed to thc above varicty ( c.g.， KeU比ehe口r& 
McCann汀m、1976ι;Molna訂r&Gr悶ay，19切79吹:T<百bmod由a& FuけJ戸1
greenstones occurnng a出slar培geslabs in Complexes C and D are of 0】C¢aInmluiおtじ;realm ( Sano & Tazakj、
1989玖;Nakae久， 1991b). Petrological and physical consideration ( sec Appcndix Jl [or refercncc ) 
suggests a seamount chain having more than 500 km long as the subducted topographiじhighs、which
are documented by the prescnt greenstone slabs. 
Among Complexes A to G， only Complcxes C and D have a great amount of fragmented 
seamount chains ( Fig. 20 ). This [act may aじcordinglypredict that thc subduct!On-accretion ot 
seamount chains had no conccrn with the formation o[、thcother complcxcs and madc no timc gap in 
thc continuity o[ scdiment accretion o[ the Tamba Terrane as a result. Thcre[ore， the subduction-
accretion of scamountじhainsis interpreted to have becn not nccessary for the [ormatlon of the Tamba 
Terrane. 
(3) The Amount 01' Sediments Fed into Subduction Zones 
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Thc aspcctぉ01'the Lcs~èr AntI!les Trench ( Wt'~tbrook & Smith， 1982; Brown & 
Westbrook、1988) and thc Java Trench ( G.F Moore cl al.、"]982 ) probably glVじa~olutlon for the 
inconsistcncy betwecn the age 01' 0じeaniccrust and thじtypeof subductJOn. 
A largc amount o[scdiment rcaches thcsc trenじhesand voluminou~ accrctionary じomplexc~
are formed， although thc suhduじtingoceanic crusl討areohviously old， ncar 100 m. y. old. Furth町、
the sediment [cd into subduction zoncs is ascrit下Ctiloeithera coll1810floccurring or a largc river 
existing behind thc subduction zones; for cxamplc‘thc collisinns bctwcen the Indian and Asian 
continents and hetween thc Izu-Bonin and Japanesc island arc呂、 fuηningthじaccretlOnarycomplex 0臼
thじSundaarc ( Curra y & Mooreぅ1974) and the Nankai Trougb accretionary compJex off Shikoku， 
Southwest Japan (Taira & Niitsuma， 198.'5) respectively， the Orinuco river transports a great amount 
of sediment from South America 10 thc Lesser Antilles Trenじh，forming the Barbados Ridge 
Complex ( Brown & Westbrook， 1988 ). 
The Asian ( Eurasian ) continent was amalgamated and con~nlidatじd lhrough Pcrmian to 
Triassic collisional cvcnls of some m勾orcratons ( e.g.， Maruyama et al.， 1989). The Sino-Korcan 
craton and Siberian Platform， which had already bcen sulurcd in the western parl a[tcr the Pcrmian 
collision， completely collided each other and umfied bc[ore the end uf Triassic time ( Maruyama ('{ 
al.， 1989). The Yangtze cralon migrated northward and finally collided with the SmルKorcancraton 
in Late官iassictime (Lin et al.， 1985). To thc Suuth、theIndusinian， Malaya and Sumatra bloch 
had collided with and accreted to Asia ( probably thc Yangtze ) by the end o[ Tria~sic tlmc ( Rid仏
1980). In Late Jurassic time、theKolyma-Omolon block collidcd with the Sibenan platform ( Fujita 
& Newberry， 1982 ). 
These collisions and associated tectonic movemcnts probahly rcsllltcd in supplying a grcat 
amount of sediments into the subduction zonc where lhe Tamba Terrane and it~ ct!Ulvalents wcre 
formed， inthe similar way to the cases of the Indian and the IZl collisions. This discussion lcads to 
the following conclusion: the subduction-aじcretionmodel of thc Tamba Tcrrane cmphasi.as that 
voluminous sediments within suhduction zone can conqucr thc cf[cct of thc ncgalIve buoyant occanic 
crust、causingthe scdiment accretion. Anu [urthcr taking the cxtcnsion of thc sedimentary complexes 
correlative to the Tamba Terrane， it is possiblc to say that such a kind of ~ubduction-accretion is a 
univcrsal phcnomenon in the Jurassic subduction Lone along the castcrn margin of the AsIan 
contment. 
Chapter 8 
su九I九1ARY
This paper dcscribcs lcじl0noscdimentaryevidences and UiSCllsses the Latc Carhonifcrous 10 
Latest Jurassic [ormative proじcsso[ thc Tamba Tcrrane. The results rcveal epísode~ of the intenslve 
trench sedimcntation and accrction， acωmpanied by the incorporation of occanic malerials into lhe 
accretionary scdimcntary complcxcs uf the Tamba Terranc. 
1. 1n the mainly invcstigated Wakasa area situated in lhc northern part of the Tamha Terrane， the 
sedimentary complcxcs are divided intu the Kowaki， Yajiro， Nata&yo， Hi:-，asaka， Tsurugaoka and 
Yuragawa Complexes [rom north 10 south on thc basls of litholugic assemblagcs、uepo&itionalagcs 
and internal geologic structurcs. 
2. The Kowaki Complcx consists of grecnstunes、chertsand clastic rocks oC unknown age. The 
Yajiro and Natasyo Complexes arc composed oC predominant greenstoncs、Iimestonesand cherts 
ranging from Late Carboni[erous to Early Jurassic in agc and minor amounts of Early to Middlc 
Jurassic clastic rocks. The Hisasaka Complex consists of Triassic to Early Jurassicじhertsand Middlc 
Jurassic clastic rocks with sllbordinate greenst.oncs and Iimestones of unknown age. The Tsurugaoka 
and Yuragawa Complexes contain Triassic to Middle Jurassiじ chertsand Middle 10 Late J llraSSlC 
clastic rocks. 
3. The Late Jurassic Ajima and Takatsuki Formalions as the forcarc ba幻ndじpOSltSand thc Late 
Triassic Uogabuじhiand Latc Jurassic Furuya Formations as the slope basin depusits司 relativc10 the 
accretionary sedimentary complexcs of this terrane， arc also exposcu. The former formationぉdircctly 
accumulated on the Ultra-Tamba Terrane and lhe lalter ones crop out between complexes m fault 
conlact and is interじalatcdinto a continuum of complex's arrangemcnt. 
4. Thc characteristic featurcs of the complcxes in thc Wakasa area are regarded to bc common 
throughout thc Tamba Tcrranc and thereforc lhe slandard sevcn units: Complcxes A、B，C、D，E， F 
and G are proposed. 
5. The Tamba Terrane exhibits a largc scale thrust-imbricatc structurc which is composed of the 
tectonic pile o[ Complcxes A 10 G in descending order and is folded with gently wcslward plunging 
axes. 
6. All complexes， although inlemaIly characteriad by thc chaotic mixture o[ VariOll& litholugics， hau 
contained their own original stratigraphies which can bc recunstructed on thc basls of lhc mterrelation 
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betwcen lithology and dCposltional age. Thc origmal ~tratlgraphl凶 begín with basal greヒn討tonesand 
limestones 01' seamount origin which are su(ごceededby a sequeuce from pclaglC chert古101cfrigmouh 
clastic rocks. 
7. The accretionary t1mes o[ scdimenb composmg the onginal stratigraphlcs ulsplay a continuous 
spcctrum being thc oldest [or O)mplex A to the youngcst 1m Complex G: it waぉLateTnassic for A. 
late Early Jurassic for 8， middlc Middle Jurasslc [or C， middlc to late Middlc Jurasslc for 0， latじ
Middle Jurassic for E， early Late Jurassic for F and Latcst Jurass1c for G. Thus， thc complexcs had 
continuously been formed through multi-stages accretion and had grown by 1tS tcctonically downwaru 
( southward ) buildmg 
8. Top to the south sense ()f simple shcar is estimatcd by thc analyscs o( dcformatlOn structurcs 
examined in the Tsurugaoka Complex ( Complex F). This muvcmcnt is consistent with the scnsc 
occurring as a result of the northward unucrthrusting subduction， which is predicted [rom the 
southward growth of the Tamba Terrane. 
9. Seamount chains subductcd and voluminously incorporated with ComplじxcsC and 0 indicate that 
the effects of their subduction-accretion m1ght play nu important part in the (ormatJon of the Tamba 
Terrane and had not disturbed thc continuity of accretion. 
10. Over 100 m.y. old. oceaniじcrustshad subducted and causcd voluminous sediment arcretion to 
form the Tamba Terranc， and ~uggesting that volummous sedimcnts withm the suhuuct!on .1One 
conquer the old and negative buoyant occanic crust and can causc the aじじIじtlOn.
11. The formation of the Tamba Terrane is probably ascribed to the Tnassic to Jurasslc inter-
continental collisions and associateu tectonic movemcnts occurring in thc A<>ian continent， which were 
possible to supply a great amount of sediments into thc sutヲduclionzone. 
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Appendix 1 
CORRELATION OF SEDI民1ENTARYCO九1PLEXESIN THE 
RESPECTIVE AREAS 
Sedimentaryωmpl<.:xe~ of morc than 3000 km long， exposed in the rcspectlve area~ ， are 
correlated to Complexcs A to G of the Tamba Terranc. Howevcr， the detailcd corrclation cannot be 
done except for thc Mino Tcrranc， duc to thc lack of geological information. 
1. Ishigaki Island， Tsuwano・Nichihara，Kuga and Kasai Areas 
The titlcd arcas arc situated in the western part 01 the lnncr LonじofSouthwωt Japan. In 
Ishigaki lsland located at the Ryukyu island arc， thc Fusakl FormatIon may bc equivalent to 
Complexes B to D， sincc it contains Permian limcstoncs and cherts and is tcctonically ovcrlain by a 
high grade mctamorphosed rock which is regarded as thc Sangun Mctamorphic Roじks( lso乙aki& 
Nishimura， 1989 ). 
The Kanoashi Complex in the T.<;uwano-Nichihara arca， western part o[ Shimane Prcfccture 
is compared with a part o[ Complexes A to D， [or reasons of its charactcristic elcmenlS of Middle 
Carboni[erous 10 Permian limestones， Permian grecnstones、Triassicchcrt丸 EMlyjurasSIC SIliceous 
mudstones and Early to Middle Jurassic mudstoncs ( e.R.， Tanal也、 19RO;Hayasaka etal.、1983;
Fukudomi， 1990). Especially， thc complex in the Tsuwano arca ( Fukudomi， ] 9りo) 1白 ablcto 
correlate Complexes A and B， interm of the depositional agcs ot mudstones and SIlICCOUS mudstones 
being Latest Triassic and Early Jurassic. 
Takada & Isozaki (1986) and Takada (1987) divided the Kuga Group， 10 the Kuga area、
eastern part of Yamaguchi Pre[ecturc、intothe northcrn and southern umts， corre~ponding wlth the 
type 1 and 1 suites of the Tamba Terranc. Addltionally、Wakita(J 985) rcportcd the existence oi 
Triassic siliceous mudstones from this area. However， subdivision o[‘hoth thc umts is impossiblc， 
due to the lack o[ their dctailcd intra-geologic information. 
The Kasai Group and the associated Aoki and Minamiyama Formations arc exposcd in thc 
Kasai area near Kasai City， Hyogo Pre[ecture ( Goto， 1986MS). Thc Aoki and Minamiyama 
Formations consists of Late Triassic to Early Jurassic mud~toncs and si1iccous ones， and unknown 
aged chert and grecnstone slabs. The Kasai Group isじomposcdo[ mlxture o[ sandslone、mudstonc，
chert、greenstoneand limestone; mudstones and cherts are of early to middlc Middlc J urassic and of 
Middle to Late Triassiじinage， respectivel y. The former [ormationsじorrespondsto Complcx A in 
terms of existcnce o[ Late Triassic mudstones， whereas thc later may be cquivalenl to Complex B. 
2. Mino and Kiso Areas in the Mino Terrane 
The Mino arca is situated inside Gi[u Prefecture and surrounding area and the Kiso area is 
located at the westem part 01' Nagano Prefecture. Both areas are together situatcd in the Mino Terrane 
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(Fig. 23). A grcat numbcr uf works have been carried (Iut m the~じ arcas ， andωnsequently Waklta 
(1988) dlvided the sedimcntary complex of the Mmo arピaintn the Sakamolo-llge、Samondal辺、
FunafuseyamaうNabi，Kanayama and Kamiaso Unit~ m the Mino area， and that 01 thc KJ日oarea wω 
dividcd by utsuka (J 988) into thc Hirayu司 Yukawa、Shlfahone、Sawando、ShirrlmillITILi-MlSOSawa
and Kyogatake Complcxcs， rcspcctively. 
(1) Mino Area 
The Sakamoto-toge Unit compriscs carly to middle Middlc Jurassiじ mudstonesas the 
melange matrix， and incIudes slabs uf latc Early J urassic sihceou日 mu山tones司 Tnassic10 Early 
Jurassic cherts and Late Carbonit'erous to Early Pcrmian limcstoncs wilh grじenstones. Thc 
Samondake Unil consists mostly of middlc to late Middk Jura~siじ sandstoncsand mud~lünes and abo 
contains slabs of early to late Middlc Jurassic siliccous mudstones and Early Permian 10 Latc Triassiじ
cherts. The Funafuseyama Unit is charactcriLed by large slab~ ()f chcrt， limestυne and grcenstone 
embedded in a melangc matrix. Mudstones as thc matrix a日 earlyto middlc Middle Jurassic ( 
Yamamoto， 1985 )， cherts are Middle 10 Late TriasslC ( Wakita， 1988 ) and limestones with 
greens10nes are Early 10 Latc Permian timc ( Wakita， 1988; H. Sano、1988). Moreover、Wakita
(l988) clarified that the Samondake Unit conformalヲlyovcrlics thc Funafuscyama Unit wUh Jocal 
unconfor Ilitics、thus1hese units are rcgarded to be one um1. 
Thc lithologic assemblagcs， cspecially having thc large slabsυf limestone and greenstonc 
toge1hcr with the depositional age of mudstone are theじriterionforじorrelationand suggest that thc 
Sakamoto-toge Unit corresponds 10 Complex C， and thc Samondake and Funafuseyama Ulllts can be 
correla1ed to Complex D， respecllvely. 
The Nabi Unit is composed of a variously dlSruptcd melange、mじludingslabs of sillce0115 
mudstone， chert， limestone and greenstone cnveloped in mudstone as the matrix. Thc depositionaJ 
ages of each rock type are as follows; mudstones are Jatc Middle to early Latc Jurasslc，日iliccou~
mudstones are late Middle Jurassic、cherlsare MiddlじtoLate Tria~sic and limcstonc~ accompanied by 
greenstones are Early to Latc Pcrm13n in age. Taking the prcsence of the limc~tones and greenstones 
into consideration， this unit may correlate to Complcx E， although its intcrrelation belween the ages 
and lithologies is mostly cqual to that of Complex F 
The Kanayama Unit is composed of Late Jurassic to Earliest Cretaccous mudstones as the 
matrix and slabs grcenstone、limestone，siliceous mudstone and sandstone. Thc slabs have thc 
various ages ranging from Triassic to Latc Jurassic in agc. ltmay be coevaJ wlth Complex G from 
the viewpoint of the youngest age of mudstones. 
The Kam凶soUmt is characterized by repetition 01' lalerally continuous slabs showing a 
sequence of 'Toishi-type' siliceous mudslone， chert， siliceous mudstone、mudstoneanu sandstone in 
ascending order. Cherts rangc from late Middle Triassic to carly Middle Jurassic、siliceous
mudstones are middle to latc Middle Jurassic， and mudstones and sandstoncs areじarJyLale Jurassic 
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in age. Thi~ unil may be corrclative with C'omplex G ~o [ar as their structural analoguc， bul mther 
corresponus to Complex F f()r rea自onso[ IheJr youngest ages 01' muustonesわcingearl y La te J urassic 
and thc similar chronologic relationship. 
(2) Kiso Area 
The Hirayu Complcx comprises mJudle MJudk Jurassiじ muù~lonc a') thc melangじ malrix、
limestonc and grecnstone slabs of Early 10 Middle Permian age and chert ~、 labs of Permlan to Earl、
Jurassic time. The Yukawa Complex composed of mixture of sandstone， muuslone、日iliceous
mudstone and chert， and thc underlying Shirahone Complex madc up 01" mlxture of sandstonc‘ 
mudstone， chert、limestoncand grecnstone. Thc uepositional ages礼reas tollows; sanuslone持、
mudstones and siliceous mudstone~ are latc Early to carly Late Jurassic anu cherts arc early Early 
Jurassic in the Yukawa， siliceous mudstones are early to late Middle Jura川ic，cherts are Middlc 
Pcrmian and Early Jurassic， and limestones arc Middlc Permian in the Shlrahone. The uepositlOnal 
age of mudstones and limcstones and the prcsence of grccnstones strongly suggest that thc Hirayu 
Complex is equivalent to Complcx C、and the Yukawa and Shlrahonc Complcxじお arむ togcthcr 
correlative with Complex D. 
The Sawando Complex ischaracteriad by repetition of laterally conlinuous chert， mudstone 
and sandstone， and is closely similar to thc Kamiaso Unit in their depositional age、lithologicaland 
internal structural features as pointed out by Wakita (1988). Accordmgly， thisじomplexcan be 
correlative with Complex F as well as the Kamiaso Unit. 
The Shimashima Complex consists ()f late Midule to earl) Latc Jura刈icslhceOllS mudstones 
and mudstoncs as melange matrix， induding slabs o[ Early to Late Triassic cherls. This complcx 
shows a disrupted feature in contrast with the Sawando， but can be corrclale to Complex F for 
reasons of the similarity in depositional ages and 1ithologic asscmblagcs bclween them. 
The恥1isogawaand Kyogatake Complexes are dominated by weakly uisrupted succeSSlOns 
of sandstone and mudstonc， accompanying slabs of chcrt. limestonc and grecnstonc. Thc 
dcpositional ages arc as follows; mudstones are early to latc Latc Jurassic， cherts and umestone日arc
mostly Triassic and grecnstones associated with limcstones and cherts are Permlan in agc. The 
youngest age of mudstones being Lalest Jurassic timc makes thescじomplexescorrespond to Complcx 
G， aIthough the lithologic assemblages are quitc differcnt betwecn them. 
3. Ashio and Yamizo Areas in the Ashio Terrane 
The Ashio area is located at the western part o[ Tochigi Prcfecture and thc Yamizo area is 
situated along the border zone between Tochigi and Ibaraki Prefecturcs. Both areas occupy thc Ashio 
Terrane. According to the summary of Hayashi (1986)， large slabs o[ Middlc to Late PeIInian 
limestone ( Nabeyama Formation ) accompanying the basal greenstones o[ Early to Middle Permian 
age (Izuru Formation )， are charactc.ristically exposed in the A<;hio area. These slabs are coeval with 
and equivalent to those o[ Complex C or D. Scdimentary compJexcs composed 01' mixture of 
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sandstones‘mudstoncs and chert~ ( Tochigl Group、Yallagimolt入 ln3) unùerhe~ the Izuru 
Formation through a thrust fault contact. ThlS may be con叶atedto Complex E， F or G， for reasons 
of having no Permian slab. 1t is impo回iblethat tbe detailed corrclal1ol bctwce'n sedimentary 
complexcs in tbe Yami却 arcaand 01 the Tamba Terrane， bccause thじlormer'slithologic a日semblagc
and dcpositional age arじobsじurcin uctail yet. 
4. Nadanhada and Western Sikhote・AlinTerranes 
Sedimentary complexωin both tbc Nadanhada and Wcstern Sikhote-Alin area~ have many 
geologic cbaractcristics in common with thosc ofthe Tamba Tcrrane (Mizutani， 1987: Mizutanj ct al.、
1986; Kojima， 1989; Kojima et 01.， 19り1).The detailed correlatlon among them， howevcr， cannot bc 
done. 
Appendix 1 
TYPES OF SUBDUCTION AND FORMATION OF 
ACCRETIONARY CO九1PLEXES
τectonic processcs associatcd with subduction includc collision tcctOlll~ caused by the 
convergent contact of tbick continental crusts， and non-collision ( Cordilleran ) tectomじ~ related to the 
subduction o[ relatively thin oceanic crust ( e・[?，Dewey & Biru， 1り70). 
On the non-collision tectonics， Uyeda & Kanamon (197H) suggestじdthat subduction zones 
are divided into two major types司 each01' which is rcpresenting an end member II a contmuum of 
types. The Mariana type ( low-stress type; Uyeda、 19~3 ) IScbaracterized by ocean spreading 
occurring behind the are ( back-arc spreading )， whereas只uchspreading haぉncvcroccurred in thc 
case of tbe Chile type ( high-stress type; Uyeda， 1983). The di[[erence bctween the two typcs 
essentially contributes to relative motions o[ overriding ( continental ) and desじenumg( nceanic ) 
crusts and to intensity of the coupling stress betwccn them ( Molnar & Atwater， 1978; Uyedaう 1983;
Uyeda & Kanamori， 1978). In thc Mariana type subduction乙ones，old and cold occanic crusts are 
denser and gravitationally more unstable tban younger and hotter ones， thcrcfore the angle of 
subduction becomes higher. In tbe Chile type， inturn， thc coupling strcss is stronger as a result o[ 
young and hot oceanic crust subduじtingat a shallow angJe. 
Molnar & Atwater (1978) discusscd thc rclation between the agc of occamc crusts 
subducting beneath arcs anu thc variety of thcir tcctonic cvolutions in thc Cirじum-PaciGcrcglOns、and
proposcd the following summary. Back】arcspreading occurs or occurred recently in most o[ thc 
western Pacific where the subducting 0じeanICcrusl iS6510160m.y.old.On theじontra旬、
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Cordillcran tectnnics arc prcsented in the eastcrn PaCJt lC where the :，uわductlgoceanic cru~t JS 
younger than about 50 m.y. old. 
From comparing thc dcvclopmcnt o[ accretJOnary wedgc complexじswilh the types of 
subduction， no or 1css wedge complcxe~ arc obscrved m the Manana type and thc ¥'cdge complexcs 
in the Chilc typc tend to bc vo1uminous ( Karig & Sharman， j 975). The volume o[ thc wcdge 
comp1exes contributcs to amounts and rclative proportlOns of sedimcnts tcd into the subduction .wnes 
and to surface feature of the subducting occanic cruおお (c.g.， von Huene、1984、1986; Hl1dc、1983; 
Silvcr et al.， 1985). Formation o[ accretionary wedgeじnmplex、howcv町、 attributesto not only both 
the age of subductmg occaniじcrustand the amoun1s of sedimcn1 fed into a suhductlon zone， but川so
many other factors including the relative convergcnt rate司 thcdirection o[ subduction and thじ
topographic features on subducting crust ( e・g.、J.c.Moore， 1975; Uycda & Kanamori， 1978; von 
Huene， 1984， 1986; Hilde， 1983 ). 
Fundamental accretionary processes previously proposed arc revicwed. The imbricatc-
thrust modcl (Seely et al.， 1974; Seely， 1979; Dickinson & Secly， 1979 ) had lirstly bccn proposed 
1'or accretionary process; sediments on occanic crust are transcctcd by thrusts， showing a thrust-
bounded package， o[Cscraped and incorporated with accretionary wedges. 
Sho11 et al. (1980) proposcd a variety of the subduction-accrction proccss controlling the 
geologic evolution of subduction .wnes and forearじreglOns，instead of thc imbricate-thrust rnodel. (1) 
Subduction accretion involves thc addition of masses of ~ediment and/or occanic crust to a margin of 
arcs or continents， forming an accretionary wedge complex， (2) sedimcllI 5l1bduClio17 IS the process 
that sediments on the oceanic crust subduct bcncath thc margin， (3) ~'ubdllction crosiun causes the 
inner trench slope to retreat landward by the subducting occanjc じrust、and (件4)μ‘A川ら
involves the structural inc∞O中or悶ation01' shelf and s10pc sed出imIηm民悶C口叩nhお、 into ma 討附日C凶Sof tにCじ山10川)fi!caly accrete虻ωd i
wedge compl比ex.These are al putentially important processes in subductiun L:ones and any o[ them 
may dominant at a given place and cvolutionary stage. 
Thc above modcls could not explain the thickening of accretionary wcdge~ as their growth， 
requiring some kinds of mass addition. Underplating ( or subcretiun )， therdorc， was proposed as 
the model responsible for such thickening ( e.g司 J.C.Moore山 7l.，1982a， 1982b; Watkins et al.フ
1982). The sedimcnts that esじapefrom the offscraping at thc toc of accrじtionarywcdge wiJ subduct 
to a depth with the oceanic crust， and wi11 bc undcrplatcd to the sole o[ thc wedgじ.
Appendix 11 
TOPOGRAPHIC HIGHS ON SUBDUCTED OCEANIC CRUSTS 
S-1-
Many topographic hlghf> eXlst on OCeanIG crusts and are UlVl山dlltO (i) mJd-ocealllc ndgω， 
(i) seamounts/oceanic islands， (li) oceamc platcaus and n~es ， and (Jv)品ClmllcrldgcsGenerall}‘ 
thcy are nominated for the origin of greenstones hased on the gcnelic charaじlenstics. However， 
greenstones occurring as largc slabs in Complexes C anu D 3re o[ 0じcamじIじalm( Sano & Tazaki， 
1989; Nakae， 199] h ) and their geochcmlメtryand their coexi~ tenじewith reeral limc日 tone~ nb¥叩usly
makc a canccllatlOn o[ (i) as already discus~cd in Chapter 6. Thus anyone ol (li) 10 (IV) IS adnllttcd as 
thc original topngraphy rclatcd to grecnstoncs of Cnmplexes C and D. 
Tomoda & Fujimuto (1982， 1983) has classificd scamounls and n~凶 III10 three、typesfrom 
the viewpoint of their buoyancy rclatcd 10 asthenosphcrc; 0) ~eamounls that can easiJy ~ubduCl ， (i) 
sizable seamounts that will takc a long timc to subduct， and (ii) riscs that will nevじrsubduCL 
According to them， large scalc rises and plateaus wiU presumably Gollide with a margin o[‘arcs or 
continents， whereas seamounts o[ relatively small scalc wiU complctely subduct ( Fig. 2(); Tomuda & 
Fujimoto、1983;Kobayashi， L98芳).If it is clarified whether the topographlc hlghs suhducted 
benealh or collided with the margin‘and/or if it is revealeu how decp they ~ubducted， it wiU be 
possible to deduce which modcl of the Tomoda & Fujimoto's classi[icatlon IS likely to be adopted [or 
grecnslones of thc Tamba Terrane 
For the purpnsc or estimatmg the possible depth for accretion ( underplaUng ) ot 
greenstones， the detailed petrological study of Maruyama & Liou (1989) is worth nOllcing. They 
indicated that a bending point in thc P-T path for mctamorphism may rじ日ectthe dcpth for thc 
underplating of a seamount. Thc caぉeuf the Tamba Tcrrane l~ cunsldered rrom the vlewpoint of 
Maruyama & Liou (1989) below. It should bc noted that Hashimoto & Saito (1970) anu Sano &. 
Tazaki (1989) pointed out a high P/T metamorphi~m from the prchnitc-pumpellyJte [aじl山 tothe 
pumpellyite田actinolitefacies occurring in the Tamba Terranc. Takami et a/. (1 <)q()) also clariiicd the 
similar metamorphism in the Kuga Group， which isωrrelated to the Tamba Te口anc. The P-T 
conditions for such metamorphism was estimated to bc arounu 200-350 0(' anu 2-8 khar ( LlOU， 1 q7 J 
)， which dcnote the dcpth of about 15-20 km ( Samplc & Moorc， 1987). Thus， the greenstones o[ 
the Tamba Terrane oncc suhductcd downward up 10 thc depth as abovc; thus the clas~ (ili) (ぜTOl1oda
&F吋imoto(1983) is considercd not appropriate for thc grcenstoncs of the Tamba Tcrrane. 
Moreover， it is expccted that the collision 01" plateaus and ri~cs wlth cnntinental or arc 
margins due 10 their large buoyancy may rcsult in making time gaps in thc continuum of accretion， in
shifting a subduction zone scaward ( Tomoda & Fu戸noto，1983 )、informing a marglllal sca ( Nur & 
Ben-Avraham， 1983 )、orin the termination o[ suhduction. This II turn causes a newly-begmning of 
subduction in thc oppositc direction as in the casc o[ thc Colll~ion of the Ontong-Java plateau with the 
Vanuatu arc ( Carney et al.， 1985). As a matter of fact， however， thcじontinuousaccrction of thc 
Tamba Tcrranc contains only minimal time gaps during thcちlibduelloIlantithe greenstones certainly 
had subducted to the depth causing the high P/T metamo中hism.
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Thc grcenstonc slabs in Complcxes C anu 0 are prcscntly expo~eù In areas more lhan 500 
km long from thc Tamba to A~hio Tcrranes ( F1g. 2ヌ:sce Appendix 1 for rcference )ーはndare 
compared in sじalewith mouern topographic highs on oceanic cru~t~ cxじeptfor miu-oceanic ridges. 
They have a specific scale、namelyseamounts are of several tens to J 50 km in uJametじrand platcaus、
rises and aseismic ridges have thc lcngth 01' scvcral hundreds kIlometcrs to 5000 km (lwabuchi， 1982 
). Therefore， thc grecnstonc slabs cxじeedthc modcrn ~mgle seamount and may rank w1th a singte 
platcau or risc. Single seamount IS smallcr lo be compareu with lhe grcenslone slabs， although it can 
satis[y the subduction to the depth in terms of buoyancy. 
ConsequentlyうitIS possiblc to hypothcSIZC a scamount chain or an aSC1九micndge of thじ
similar scale as the origin of the subducteu topographic h1gh which is documented by the grcenstonc 
slabs ofthc present study. 
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Terminology and category of rocks forming the Tamba sedimentary complex. 
(a) A melange is divided into a melangc matrix and slabs， the latcr is further 
subdivided into a pelitic matrix and clasts. This melange matrix includes four 
types; the T， S， C and G， being shown in Fig. F. (b) Schematic gじologicmaps 
o[ an arじaunderlain by the mじlange.Thc melange in smaller-scale map (1) 
can be differentitated in larger-scal map (2). 
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Comparison of lithologic assemblage of the complexes in the Wakasa area， after Nakae (1992). 
Symbols and abbrcviations are as follows. Circlc: common， triangle: rare， har: ahscnt， ?:unknown， 
P: Permian， Tr-J: Triassic to Jurassic. 
Table 1. 
l:，. 
l:，. 
園田・圃
。
??????
l:，. 
つ
? 
A 
greenstone 
limestone 
P. chert 
Tr.-J. chert 
silica-stone 
sandstone 
Tamba Terrane Wakasα Ayαbe Fukuchiyamα Sasαyαma 
Complex A 
一一一-一
Complex B Kowaki Yamaga 
ト一一 Type 1 一一一
Complex C Yajiro Kamanowa Mimata Man吋o
Complex D Natasyo Wachi Ashibuchi Sanakatoge 
トー 『一一ー ー トー
Complcx E Hisasaka 
一ー 一一一ー 一 一 一一 一一一一一 一一一一
Complex F Type 1 Tsurugaoka Type 1 Kuroi 
← 一一ー一一一一一一 一一ー一一一 -ー ・一 一
Complex G Yuragawa 
Ishlga (1 (83) N akae (1990， KimUla el a/ Kunmoto & Sdkdguchl (1959) 
lmot0 (l984) 
in subm目sion) (1989) Mdkimoto (1990) 
Ishlga (1983) 
Table 2. Correlation table of complexes of the Tamba Terrane. 
Shuzan 
Shuzan 
Kumogahata 
Haiya 
『一一一一一一
Nakagawa 
一一一一
Takao 
Sdkaguchl (1973) 
Imoto et a/. (1989) 
Nishiyama 
Izuriha 
一一一一ーー
Tano 
Oinosaka 
Saih吋i
SakagucbJ(1957，1973) 
bOLaki & Matsuda 
(1980) 
Nakae (1988) 
宮、o
Complex 
Relative abundance 
Melange matrix / Slab 
Continuity of slab 
Existence and age 
clastic rock 
chert 
limestone 
greenstone 
A 
〉
poor 
LT 
+ 
+ 
B C 
〉 く
poor good 
EJ E-MJ 
P-EJ P-EJ 
LC-MP 
+ LC 
D E F G 
く 〉 〉 〈
good poor poor good 
MJ E-MJ M-U M-U 
P-EJ T-EJ T-MJ T-MJ 
P，T T 
LC T ーーー
Table 3. Comparison of lithologic assemblage of standard complexes of the Tamba Terrane. Continuous slab of morc than a few 
kilometers long is expressed as 'good' and discontinuous one being less than sevcral hundreds of meter in length is indicated 
by'poor'. Abbreviations are as follows. >: melange matrix is abundant，く:slab is adundant， E: Early， M: Middle， L:Late， C: 
Carbonifcrous， P:Permian， T:Triassic， J:Jurassic， +:present，一回:abscnt. 
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Arai & Sakaguchi (1955) Sakaguchi (1959) Ishiga et al. (1987) Tokura et al. (1987) This Paper 
Ajima F. Shinjo F. e":l Ajima F. Ajima F. Ajima F. ，.Q 
E 
tー司
Takashiroyama F. Kamitaki F. E 
9dL-司圃Takashiroyama F. Takashiroyama F. Takashiroyama F. ? 
• • ， 
-‘ Kamitaki F. Takashiroyama F. ;:J 
Man句oF. Man司oF. Man句oF. Man司oc. C電エ=
E 
Sanakatoge F. Sanakatogc F. Sanakatogc F. Sanakatoge C. e":l ト圃
Table 4. Tectonostratigraphic correlation 01' complexes and formations in the Sasayama area. 
r-‘ 
c 
トー
Nakamura et al. (1936) Sakaguchl (1957) N akac (J 988) An'yoJi et al. (1987) This Papcr 
e F. Takatsuki F. Takatsuki F. 
Takatsuki F. Takatsuki F. 
T吋oF. Jyododani F. Jyododani F. 
T-3 F. 
Izuriha C. Izuriha F. T-2 F. d F. 
c F.
Tano F. T-l F. Tano C. 
b F.
Tablc 5. Tectonostratigraphic correlation of complexes and formations in the Nishiyama area. 
U-T: Ultra-Tamba. 
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